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Ledger & Times
In Our 110th Year 1Sc Per
 Copy Volume 100 
No. 142
Action Postponed Until August
City Students Could
Face Lunch Price Hike
•By DEBBIE N. LEE
— ---- -Staff Reporter -- -- -
Students in the Murray Independent
School System will probably face an
increase in lunch prices this fall, ac—
cording to a report given the school
board Thursday night by .Glinda Jef-
frey, food services director.  .
Mrs. Jeffrey said that the system-
wide increases will likely be necessary
because of rising food costs, which have
been indirectly affected by the price
increases in gas and freight, salary
hikes and new federal school lunch
regulations.
The food services director tentatively
suggested increases of five cents for
student lunches at Robertson
Elementary, 10 cents for student lun-
ches at Carter Elementary, Murray
Middle and Murray High and 10 cents
for adult lunches. This should generate
approximately $15,000 in additional
revenue.
Present lunch prices are 50 cents for
Carter and Robertson, 55 cents for
MMS, 60 cents for MHS and 75 cents for
adult lunches.
The increases are not out of line with
school lunch prices of school systems in
the surrounding area according to
figures Mrs. Jeffrey showed to board
members.
The board decided not to act on the
- -matter at this-time since prices_ are 1.0_9
uncertain now ,‘..project thg increases.
Action will probably be taken at the
Aug. 9 board meeting at which time the
bids by food companies, which will go
out in July, should be in.
Mrs. Jeffrey also said that 33,906
breakfasts were -*reed In the 
schoolsystem this past year which is more
than twice the number served the
previous year. She also told of the
suecess of the food service youth ad-
visory groups at MMS and MRS.
In other bilsiness, the board approved
a band instrument leasing agreement
with Chuck's Music Center of Murray
and Keynote Music Co. in Princeton.
The leasing policy provides for 14 in-
struments at a cost of $14,000.
Since the band directors had
requested that the four tubas in this
plan be made by Conn, they will be
obtained through the Princeton com-
pany since it handles Conn instruments.
Chuck's will supply the balance of the
instruments, which are made by
Selmer.
Upon the advice of board attorney
William Donald Overbey, the board
contracted for one year with an option




ASHEVILLE, N.C. AP, -- The
Tennessee Valley Authority has can-
celed a 61/2 per cent rate increase
scheduled for July but is warning that
another one is likely in October.
TVA's directors, meeting on the
University of North Carolina's
Asheville campus, voted Thursday to
rescind the rate hike it had first ap-
proved for April and then postponed
until next month.
But they also rejected a plea by one of
President Carter's inflation fighters to
reduce TVA's power rates in July,
August and September even though
officials acknowledged a 7 percent cut
for the three months would be possible.
"While we did better than we
estimated for a few month.t...our costs
are going up $300 million to $400 million
a year," TVA Chairman S. David
Freeman said. "A rate increase ef-
fective Oct. 1 is almost certain."
TVA has gone 15 months without
increasing its rates, "which for
residential users average $31 per 1,000
kilowatt-hours, about 25 percent below
the national average.
When the 61/2 percent hike was ap-
proved in February, officials were
saying TVA could have a deficit of $59
million without it. Heavy rains since
then, however, produced about $100
million worth of hydroelectric power at
almost no cost and TVA now expects a
surplus of $126 million when its fiscal
year ends next Sept. 30.
"We have had some very favorable
results in the past few months but we
cannot expect them to be repeated,"
said TVA Power Manager Hugh Parris.
Barry Bosworth, head of the
President's Council on Wage and Price
Stability, wrote Freeman on /Wed-
nesday asking TVA to consider giving
part of the surplus back to consumers
through a rebate.
Freeman responded that TVA could
riot meet its long-range financial goals
if it cut its rates. He also has said
rolling back rates only to raise them
again three months later would renew
the confusion among consumers that
TVA sought to eliminate last January
by ending the monthly fuel adjustment
fluctuations on its bills.
The TVA board also on Thursday
approved:
—A $15 million pilot project with
Combustion Engineering Corp. to test a
new technology for substituting
pulverized coal for fuel oil in starting up
its coal-fired power plants. The test unit
will be built at TVA's Bull Run plant
near Oak Ridge. If it works, TVA could
save almost $5 million in oil a year at
current prices with similar devices at
its 11 other coal-burning power plants,
officials said.
—Negotiating with three companies
— Combustion Engineering, Babcock
and Wilcox and Foster Wheeler — for a
10-megawatt fluidized bed combiistion
power plant. Fluithed bed combustion
is a new technology which would allow
utilities to burn high sulfur coal and still
meet clean air standards without
resorting to expensive scrubbers. TVA
will build a 200-megawatt fluidized bed
plant if the smaller test facility is
successful, officials said.
—Allocating another $2.1 million for
solar research, increasing TVA's
spending on solar energy the past two
years to almost $11 million.
Alfa
ARTS AND CRAFTS FESTIVAL — Harry Cartwright of Murray displays
 hisacrylkyiicTscapis and-selicai,es,411 TO -
be exhibited and far sale at the 10th annual Arts and Crafts Festival in the Environmental Education C
enter in•TVA's
land Between The Lakes (LBL) iurle 16 and 17. LIR is a 170,
000-acre public demonstration area in western Kentucky
and Tennessee. Cartwright Paints the landscapes and seascapes entirely
 from memory of areas he has seen. "I paint
what I feel," Cartwright said.
• The resignation of associate band
'director Frank Schwab was accepted
• by the board. Schwab ha-s accepted the
director's position at Franklin-Simpson
High School in Franklin.
Superintendent Robert Glin Jeffrey
told board members of the surruner
renovation program which is estimated
-to cost around $86,000. —
In addition to standard maintenance,
Jeffrey said that extensive painting will
be done in buildings throughout the
system, resilient ..flooring and stair
treads will be -laid in I-he—Austin--
building, chain link fencing will be
installed around the newly purchased
lot adjacent to Carter Elementary,
some concrete will be replaced in Ty
Holland Stadium, and the baseball
backstop will be replaced.
Mrs. Clara Bramley, representing
the black community, appeared before
the board and read a letter asking for a
change in the election procedure for
cheerleaders..
The group requested that at least one
member of each cheerleading squad be
black provided this person met all other
requirements for being a cheerleader.
The letter stated that the "ratio of
blacks to whites makes it very difficult
for a black to be elected."
Board chairman Don Henry said that
the board would look into the matter
and work with representatives of the
Human Relations Committee.
In addition to accepting the
resignation_of_Sclard also
accepted the resignations of- Glenda
'Newsome, secretary, and Grace Irvin,
custodian.
The board hired Janie R. Baldridge
and Betty Jean Jackson as fifth grade
teacher, Jan Pigg as a part-time math
teachef, and Virginia Piech as a part-
time art teacher. Upon her request,
Carolyn Light's teaching load was
reduced from.full time to part time.
Nelda Smith was hired as a custodian
See STUDENTS,
Page 16, Column 7
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clear. and
mild
Clear and mild tonight, low in
the mid to upper 60s. Mostly
sunny and very warm Saturday,
high in the mid 80s to around 90.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
partly cloudy conditions and little
or no precipitation Sunday
through Tuesday. Highs through
the period will be i -thadlOs, with
lows in the 50s 1d 60s.
' 1 st.. Ilk
LEARN-TO-SWIM PROGRAM—Robin Parrish is sho
wn working with beginning swimmers in the first session of
the American Red Cross Learn-To-Swim program. The second session begins June 
18 at the Murray-Calloway
County Park. There are a few openings left in the next three sessions, acc
ording to Lucy Wright, Red Cross
executive director. Anyone interested in signing up should call the Red Cross office at 
753-1421.
Three Named At Thursday Meeting
Calloway Board Hires Coaches
A recommendation to the Calloway
County School Board to hire David L.
Malt AS the high school golf and girls
baskettall coach, an assistant in
football ard--a- tea-Chir was approved
Thursday night at the board meeting.
Sandy Schuster was hired as the high
school assistant girls basketball coach
and a teacher. Bill Miller was named
head football coach at the middle
school.
The recommendations for em-
ployment came from Dr. Jack Rose,
school superintendent.
Rose told the board eight new school
buses were purchased for about
$143,1300. The buses seat 65 passengers,
have Chevrolet chassises, Wayne
bodies, air brakes and automatic
transmissions.
Rose added if the budget would allow.
seven additional buses may be pur-
chased next year. He said several of the
buses were purchased in 1970 and 1971
and about 24 buses may need to be
replaced over the next three years.
The board members passed a motion
for three old buses to be sold in
Paducah and two at a local auction.
Rose said if there will no difficulties in
selling the buses at the auction, con-
sideration would be given to sell two
more.
Another motion was passed to ter-
minate the gasoline contract with






VIENNA, Austria (AP — Soviet
President Leonid Brezhnev arrived in
Vienna today for his first meeting with
President Carter, a summit conference
that the American leader said would be
''another step toward security and
lasting peace."
Brezhnev, arriving some 13 hours
after Carter flew in from Washington,
smiled as he walked down the steps
from his plane, grasping the railing in
his right hand and moving slowly and
carefully.
Accompanying the Soviet president
were his foreign and defense ministers.
the chief of the general staff of the
Soviet armed forces and Konstantin
Chernenko, a longtime protege and
member of the ruling party Politburo
who is considered by some to be
Brezhnev's political heir.
Carter in an arrival statement said he
and Brezhnev had no illusions that the
nuclear arms limitation treaty they will
sign Monday "will rid the world of
danger or end all differences" between
the United States and the Soviet Union.
"But we are confident that SALT II
will widen the areas of cooperation and
reduce the dangers of nuclear
holocaust," he declared.
Brezhnev when he arrived made no
statement. After the playing of the/
Soviet and Austrian national anthems.
he walked in front of the honor guard,
bowed once, received flowers from two
Young Pioneers from the Viennese
-Soviet School, exchanged_ a _few
remarks with Austrian President
Rudolf Kirchschlaeger and was driyen
See SUMMIT,
Page 16, Column 6
Chrisman, would agree to the ter-
mination and, if the fuel was available,
fill the tanks once more at invoice
prices.
—White-in executive session-,-the--board- -
members set up an extra service and
supervision compensation schedule.
Bids on musical instruments for the
middle school and some replacement
instruments for the high school wil be
taken by the board.
According to Rose, some middle
school and fieldhouse construction has
been delayed by the wet weather 0
conditions. He added the sub-
contractors have been working well
together,
Rose announced to the board that
$25,000 in state funds will be ap-
propiated to the gifted and talented
children program.
The school system will be sponsoring
-a pedistrian and bicycle safety
prograrrr.
SUMMER READING CONTEST — Stacey Paschall, 9
, meets the famous
"Star Wars" robot character, R2D2, as she registers at the C
alloway County
Public Library for the summer reading contest. Chi
ldren may register for
the contest through Saturday at the library.
Owensboro Distributors
Bow To Strike Pressure
By The Associated Press
State police reported major Kentucky
highways quiet earl Y today in the fourth
day of a nationwide independent
truckers' protest. But Owensboro area
gasoline distributors have bowed to
pressure and agreed to stop fuel
shipments because of the threat of
violence.
The only arrest reported by state
police Thursday was that of Melvin
Earl Davis, Louisville, who was
charged with disorderly conduct after
police began towing trucks blocking the
pumps at Truckers' World on Interstate
65 at Shepherdsville south of Louisville.
Meantime, Owensboro area residents
faced the specter of being unable to find
gasolin6 after area bulk suppliers
agreed Thursday to stop 'shipments.
Local officials-discounted the effect
the expected gasoline shortage would
have on the Owensboro Hydrof air,
yvhich starts today and is the city's
• biggest annual tourist attraction.
Bill Booth, president of Quality Oil
Co., an Amoco distributor, and
spokesman for area bulk suppliers, said
the decision to shut down was reached
after a meeting with striking area in-
dependent truckers.
Joe Voyles, president of I.V.
Trucking Co. and a leader of the in-
dependent truckers, said truckers
hoped to Cut off shipments from bulk
plants for two or three days in an effort
to focus public attention on the
truckers' demands for kower diesel
prices.
Booth predicted that most Owensboro
area stations served by the distributqrs
would be out of gas by. Monday. About .
20 percent of the area stations are in-
dependent, he said, andatould get fuel
from other sources._
Soirie Owensboro stations reported
they were out of gas Thursday, and long
lines formed at. those stations that did .
have gas.





   Fraates Drake 
FOR SATURDAY. JUNE 16,
1979
What kind of day ,will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)174
Intuition is unreliable.
Advice received may be in-
sincere. Evaluate the
situation in private. Evening
financial moves bring suc-
cess.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Accept invitations.
Socializing leads to new
friends. Still, be somewhat
discriminating when among
ingratiating types. Act on
impressions.
GEMINI
t May 21-tti Jule 20)
Some leisure time activities
may have to be changed when
you learn of a career op-
portunity. A close ally may be
disappointed.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 223 S? 
Successin affairs of the
heart, especially those at a
distance. However, there may
be some difficulties in con-
nection with travel.
LEO
July,„ 23 to Aug. 221 24' r,
Don't try to impress a
romantic interest with an
extravagar$ gesture. Money is
better s nt on worthwhile
purcha for the home.
VIR
, Ai. 23 to Sept. 22)
ou'll see eye to eye with a
te or close ally. Share
thoughts. Don't let a self-
pitying individual interfere
with.__VOUr  Rood times. • -
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -11
After a productive start,
you're liable to lose con-
centration re a- do-it-yourself
project. Later, however,
----you're back in harness.
tik
SCOltiO
(Oct. to Nov. 21 l irk/V*
Travelers will meet in-
teresting new companions and
romantic possibilities. Forego
extravagant spending though
on leisure time activities.
SAGITTARR1S
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 344wiltria141.
You'll want to accomplish a
lot around the house and will,
providing you keep visitors




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
Local visits provide in-
teresting conversations,
though one piece of news is
discouraging. Accept in-
vitations and enjoy leisure
moments.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
el) HEALTH
Hooked on scales
Law-lnce E. Lamb, M.D.
-.ma •
FOOD DEMONSTRATION — Students from Dr..Aliee koenecke's Technique Class
from the Home Economics Department, Murray State University, demonstrated how
to make a rice casserole at a recent meeting at the Ellis Center for the Murray-
Calloway County Senior Citizens. Pictured left to right, are Mary Byerstedt, Carolyn
Dennis, Julia Yundt, and Teresa Smith. Other students participating, but not pictured.
were Lisa Hamby, Mary Beasley, Dada Brinkley. Brenda Hosford, and Joan Russell.
straighten-out accounts, but--frr -the- u5°d 1°- Mrs. McKenzie Speaks
friend is unable to pay you
back right now. Invite others .
over for good times. A PISCES
( Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Forget about business in-
terests and catch up with
creative projects. News from
a distance is stimulating and
local visits are rewarding.
YOU BORN TODAY are
both artistic and scientific. A
natural critic of society and its
values, you do well in mental
pursuits. Though you dislike
routine jobs, a measure of
self-discipline will enable you
to capitalize on your natural
talents. More inclined to a
professional career than
business, you can succeed as a
lawyer, scientist, architect,
and educator. In business,
banking, hotel management-
and Personnel work are some _
of the fields at which you'd
succeed. The arts, music,
painting, advertising, and
literature would appeal to you.
Birthdate of a Stan Laurel,
comedian; Roald Amundsen,
Antarctic explorer.
Speaker at the meeting of
the Magazine Club held May
24 at the Kentucky Lake home
Mrs. Henry McKenzie
-Club Speaker
of Mrs. Tass Hopson was Mrs.





Brides-to-be are invited to stop by our store for a free
brochure of Walt Disney World's special good-time
honeymoon plans and to register for a free six night
trip to America's #1 honeymoon destination...Walt
Disney World via Eastern Airlines. No purchase
necessary.
Furches Jewelry
East Side Court Square
MEMBER NATIONAL BRIDAL SERVICE
BARRETT BOY
t Magazine Club Meet Mr. and Mrs.Barrett of Buchanan, Tenn.,Robert Joseph
Mrs. McKenzie, following announce the birth of a baby
the theme of studying famous boy( Robert Joseph, Jr.,
people, gave a review of weighing six pounds 10 oun-
Leonardo Da Vinci who was a ces, born on Sunday, May 13,
man of science and at the Murray-Calloway
mathematics as well as being County Hospital.
an outstanding Renaissance The mother is the former
artist who painted The Last Janet Marie Watson. Gran-
Supper and the Mona Lisa. dparents are Mr. and Mrs.
The devotion was given by Raymond Barrett of Puryear,
Mrs. J. I. Hosick who used a Ten., and Mr. and Mrs.
poem, "Finding God,' from a William T. Watson - of
recently, published book (f Buchanan, Tenn.
poems by Mrs. McKenzie. The ,
Nature In Verse and the Kimberly an Johnson
title of the book is Threefold J
poems deal with Divine -..
Nature, Cosmic Nature, aid
DEAR DR. LAMB - I've
lost 30 pounds and want to
lose a total of 40 or 50
poitnds. My 30 pounds came
off 'in a six-month period.
The following six months
have been discouraging and
I don't seem to be able to
lose any more. I gain a
pound and then I lose it but
I'm determined not to gain
back those 30 pounds I lost.
In the past six months I
seem to be getting smaller in
my body as my clothes fit
looser. I feel great. I take a
daily vitamin Out I don't
have any weight loss. Maybe
it's because I cheat but! still
count my calorie intake. I'm
on the pill and I sometimes
wonder ir that's the cause of
It.' I'm a-very active person
and on the go all day and
now I either ride a bike at
night jurkp rope for more
exercise. I'm 40 years of
age. Can you tell me what
the problem may be?
DEAR READER' -- The
--biggeSt problem Marl
you're hooked on the bath-t'
room scales. All the scales:
do is tell you" how many
pounds you weigh. They
never tell you pounds of
what - whether it's pounds
of water, undigested food
material, fat or protein.
The, purpose of losing
nTight is to eliminate excess
body fat. You don't want to
lose the normal water that's
in your body. That's just as
-bad for your body as it is for
a plant not to get the normal
amount of water it deserves.
Your body cells tend to
wither up just like a plant
will wither up if 'you don't
give it enough water.
Human Nature.
Mra, Dixon_ presided Feted, Bridal 'Events_and received the reports , f
committee chairmen. Plara
were made for the saLA
luncheon to be held at tLi
home of Mrs. William
Major on June 28.
• During the social hour Mra
Hopson served refreshmena




A Swim Party for pre-school
through fourth grade will be
held at the Murray Country
Club on Monda). , June 18,
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
Each member may invite
one guest, and each person is
to bring a sack lunch.
In charge of arrangements
will be Aurelia Batts, Janice
Howe, Vickie Baker, and
Linda Haverstock.
Miss Kimberly Jan Johnson,
June 15th brOje-elect of Ernest
Gene Dodd, has been com-
plimented with two special
prenuptial events. Parents of
the couple are. Mr. and Mrs.
James S. Johnson and Mr. and
Mrs. Gene M. Dodd.
The Community Room of
the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank was the scene of
a shower held at 2 p.m. on
Saturday, June 2.
Hostesses for the occasion
uare Debbie Lovett, Betty
Dodd, Dorothy Dodd, and
San (va D8c1d.. Corsages. were
presented to Miss Johnson,
her mother, Mrs. James
Johnson, and her mother-in-
law to be, Mrs. Gene Dodd.
The hanoree opened her
many gifts. Refreshments of
pure' and cake were served
from the table centered with a
floral arrangement.
Thirty-five persons were
present or sent gifts.
The Fellowship Hall of the
Goshen United Methodist
"The girl who blushes needs Church was the setting for a
no make-up." Russian Proverb shower held on Tuesday, June
S to XL
In Six Colors
5, at 7 p.m.
Jo Reeder, Agnes Watson,
Tonya Elkins, Shelby Suiter,
Sue Archer, and Viva Ellis
were the hostesses for the
prenuptial occasion.
Miss Johnson opened her
many gifts. Refreshments
were served at the table
decorated in the yellow theme.
Twenty-five persons were
present or sent gifts.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 4-7,
!Weight Losing Diet, to give
you the basis of a balanced
diet that you can follow for
the future. Of course, if you
don't stick to the diet and
cheat a little bit, you're not
going to lose weight. Other
readers who want this issue
can send *50 cents with a
long, stamped, self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019.
It's important to exercise
to keep from losing muscle
mass and you're going in the
right direction. You might
wish 1.6 add daily walking to
help you out.
People who have not been
physically active and start
"exercisint-at the same time-
they're on a diet may have
some problem in losing
pounds. Why? Because the
exercise stimulates their
- body-to develop -good • rnim
cies.
There are, about 600. calo-
ries ln a pound of lean
muscle and around 350o
calories in a pound of bod)
fat. If you eliminate 3500
stored fat calories and lose a
pound of fat but exercise
enough to use 600 calories to
build a pound of muscle,
there won't be any change
on the scales. Even so, your
body will have eliminated
2900 unwanted calories.
That's progress in the right
direction regardless of what
your bathroom scales say.
This may explain why
your clothes are looser. You
may be getting rid of those
fat pads underneath the skin
that add to your unwanted
dimensions while you're de-
veloping some healthy mus-
cle elsewhere.
The best indication as to
whether a person is too fat or
not is by the amount of fat
that's undern..eaththe_skinaA
good_ healthy muscular per-
son will have only a small
amount of fat under the skin
around the waist, hips and
-thighs -In general, it sounds. 
likeyou've done a lot of good
for yourself. Just don't
overdo the dieting.
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Next—"The Maid Event" (PG)




Al A COST OF
4 000 000
RICHARD HATCH DIRK BENEDICT are LORNE GREENE
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
Next— "Escape From Alcatraz" (PG)
Clint East
CAPP I Late Show Fri. & Sat. 11:40
Adult Entertainment 18 & Over Only
Mattnes Sat. &Sun.
2:30/Open 2:00
1 WEEK 7:15, 9:20 &
ONLY! 2:30 Sat. &SUB.
Ends Thur.
ITS THE CANINE COMEDY CAPER
OF THE CENTURY' - a
•
WALT DISNEr5

















































































Events 'Listed For Community Calendar t
Friday, June 15
American Legion Post No.
329 will have a special called
meeting at 7:30 p.m., ac-
cording to Commander
Golden Dillard.
• The Taming of the Shrew"
will be presented by
Playhouse in the Park at the




teachers will be at Youth
Station, Land Between the
Lakes. For information call
Dr. John Taylor, Murray St-ate
University.
Lakeside Singers will sing at
8:30 p.m, at the Kenlake State
Park.
Twilight. Ca beret will
perform at old beach area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m. -
"Butterflies Are Free" will
be presented by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre at the
Murray State University
Theatre at 8 p.m.
Twilight Golf with Faira
Alexander in charge will begin
at 5:30 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.
Twin Lakers Good Sam
Camping Club will hold its
monthly campout at
Columbus Belmont Stale Park
with Bill and Norette Hill in
charge of arrangements. A
slipper of sandwiches, salads,
and desserts will be served on
Saturday night.
Saturday, June 16
Murray Shrine Club will
have a potluck picnic at. the
Kenlake- State- Park_pavilhon
at 4:30 p.m. for Shriners and
their wives or guests. .
Square and round dancing
will! be held at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Firstannual adult education
graduation ceremony for
recipients of high school
equivalency certificates at 1
p.m. in LeveWt Auditorium,
Murray StateUhlversity.
Saturday, June 16
Arts and Crafts Festival will
be from 9 a.m. to dusk at
Environmental Education
Center, land Between the
Lakes.
Last performance of "Ttif
taming of the Shrew" will be
shown at 8 p.m. at the New
City-County Park.
Third performance of
"Butterflies Are Free" will be
shown at 8 p.m. at the Murray
State University Theatre
Twilight Cabaret and
Lakeside Singers will both
present separate.programs at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Chapter M of the P. E. O.
Sisterhood will have a 12 noon
luncheon at the home of Mrs.
Edward Nunnelee, Mayfield._ 
Fish Supper, sponsored by
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist.Church„will betirk
at 5:30 p.m. at the church.
Reservations may be made by
calling 753-6057, 753-5048, 753-
3757, or 753-5809.
Rock-A-Thon by the Youth
of Brooks Chapel United
Methodist Church will be held
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the
church. The concession stand
will be open throughout the
day.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
& A. M. will meet at 7 p.m. at
the lodge hall.
Murray Al-Anon is
scheduled to meet at 8 p.m. at
the Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road. This iS a support
'group for families and friends
.of alcoholics and for in-
formation call 437-4229.
Sunday, June 17— - —
Mr. and Mrs. Wilburn
Farris will' be honored at a
reception in celebration of
their 50th wedding an-
niversary from 2,to 4  p.m. at
the Fellowship Hall, First
Baptist Church. The family
requests that guests not bring
gifts.
Lakeside Singers will
perfom at Lake Barkley State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Wish pleasure we
woolvi- like to announce
that Trino Nicks, biTile-
elect of hen Cooper. has
selected her pottery-.
crystal and gioin less
from our complete bridal
re4istry.
Trina and ken will be






















.. Chains & Bracelets
ItAMIc00 &AWN
1914 Coldwater Ilk, Norm, 1(y. 753-0317
Open Mooday tirougli Saturday 10 pAs.
•Suiday, June 17
Arts and Crafts Festival will
continue today from 9 a.m. to
dusk at the Environmental
Education Center, Land
Between the Lakes. The
Country Trend band will play
from 2 to 4 p.m. at the festival.
Cheerleading Camp, a
summer youth program for
beginner, intermediate, and
advanced twirlers, drum
majors, pompom corps, and
additional areas relating to
the high school and college
band front, opens today at
Murray State University and
continues through June 21.
Twilight Cabaret will
perform at olcrWtch area of
Kentucky Dam Village State
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Football__ Camp and
BaSketball Camp will open
today :-at Murray State
University and continue
through June 22.
Nallonal School of Christian
Music (formerly the Stamps-
Blackwood School of Music)




Swim Party and Sack Lunch
for pre-school through fourth
grade will be held from 10
a.m. to 12 noon at the Murray
Country Club. Each member
may invite one guest.
Humane Society of
Calloway County- will hold its
quarterly meeting at the
Calloway Public Library at 7
p.m. with officers to be
elected. The board will meet
at 6 p.m.
Bluegrass State- CB .Club is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
clni- over  Wallis





advisor, and Barbara Win-
dsor, • mother advisor,
presided at the meeting of
Murray Assembly No. 19.
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
held Tuesday, June 5, at 7 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall. .
The degrees of the assembly
were conferred upon Melissa




George; Lee Stacey, Michelle
Cook, Angie Thweatt, Tina
Bogard, Trisha Clark, Mary
Ann Gordon, Lana Lasater,
Melissa George, and Clarissa
Thorn.
Adults present were Sybil
Lasater,- Sue Thweatt,
bara Windsor, and Twila
Coleman.
The next meeting • will be
held Tuesdayy, June 19. at 7
p.m. at the Masonic Hall,






Charlotte), Rt. 7 Bx. 149,
Mayfield.
Dismissals
Mrs. Maebelle M. Byers, Rt.
8 Bx. 600, Murray, Anthony J.
Jones, 510 W. Oaks. Mayfield,
Mrs. Betty J. Robinson, Rt. 5
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Linda S.
Rodgers, Rt 1 Water Valley,
Tina M. Windsor, Rt. 7 Bx. 483,
Murray, Mrs. Rita D. Kelso
and Baby Boy, Rt. 7 Bx. 352,
Murray, Mrs. Bettye J.
Milton, 326 Church, Paris,
Tenn., John E. Robbins, Rt. 8
Bx. 675, Murray, Mrs. Mary A.
Rawlings, Bx. 99 New Con-
cord, Joe B. Smith, Rt. 3
Murray, Onnie Skinner, 403 S.
16th, Murray, Mrs. Lee W.
Lassiter, 506 Vine, Murray,
Jack tinner, 209 Walnut,
Murray, Mrs. Dollie R.
Russell, 705 S. 16th, Murray,
Dalton Parker, 108 N. 10th,
Murray.
On Jan. 31, 1925, gray
snow fell in Japan - a




gieet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North 7th and Olive Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will have a potluck
supper at 6:30 p.m. and
regular meeting at 7:30 p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.
Divorce Support Group,
, sponsored by Consehng and
testing Center, MSU, will
meet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall,
Murray State. For in-
formation call 762-6851.
Murray-Calloway County
Swim Team will begin regular
season meeting temporarily
at the Murray Tennis Center.
Team members 11 years old
and ovei will meet from 8 to 9
a.m., and 10 years old and
under will meet from 9 to 10
a. m.
-Tuesday, June 19
Monthly luncheon will be
held at 12 noon at the Calloway
County Public Library with
program by Twilight Cabaret'
group. Reservations should be
made by Monday, June 18.
Tennis Groups
Give Lineups
Groups A and B of the
Ladies Tennis of the Murray
Country Club will play on
Monday, June 18, and
Tuesday, June 19, respec-
tively, at 930 a.m. at the club.
Pairings for Group A for
Monday areas follows:




Apperson, Judy Carroll, and
Georgianna Moffitt.
Patsy Oakley, Lillie
Johnson, Lynn Houston, and
Ellen Harrell.
Pairings for Group B for
Tuesday are as follows:
Ruth Pickens, Patsy Greer,
Lynn Stout, and Jean Hurt.
Penny Cappock, Lochie
Landolt, Jana Hughes, and
Sharon Wells
Joni Billington, Kay Ray,
Agnes Payne, and Patsy
Miller.
The ladies tennis group has
scheduled a tennis scramble
for Wednesday, June 20, at
9:30 a.m. at the club.
Announcement is made of
the Tennis Guest Day at the
Murray Club on Wednesday.
June 27.
~NI





Too Young to Cruise
With Her First Mate
-
I EAR  ABBY: I'm a 17-year old girl. I quit'high school to
work and save enough money for college. My moTnThild
me get a fantastic job.
I want to move into an apartment closer to my job. I've
already made plans and even got myself a roommate!
I'm not running away from home or anything like that. I
just want to be independent and get out from under my
mom's protective wing.
Here s my problem: I'm afraid my mom won't let me move
out, especially when she finds out my roommate is my
boy friend!
I love my mother and don't want to hurt her, but ships
weren't meant to sit in the Earbor forever. What do you
think'?
TROUBLED IN TEXAS
DEAR TROUitLED: I can understand your desire for in-
dependence, but you're no ship. And even it you were, leav-
ing your berth at 17 to sail the uncharted seas of a live-in
a gement could put you on the rocks in no time.
DEAR ABBY: I was engaged to be married in August. I
ordered my bridal gown and four bridesmaid's dresses. It
came to a sizable amount.
I have lots of other bills, plus car payments to make, so I
am strapped financially.
Two weeks after the dresses were ordered, my fiance
broke our engagement, saying he had had serious doubts for
over a month about whether we should marry. He said he
has now finally summoned the nerve to tell me that he is
sure it would be a mistake and we should call it off.
Abby, since- he had "serious doubts'. at the time the
dresses were ordered, I think he should have told me. When
I placed that order I had no idea he, Was having doubts.
-- Now I am informed that. because the dresses.._wer.e special-
ly ordered they cannot be returned. -
Is my ex-fiance responsible for this bill?
. ' EX BRIDE-TO-BE
DEAR EX: 1 think your es fiance has a moral obligation
to pay for the gowns but, if he doesn't think so, you may
have to resort to legal action. Perhaps just the mention of it
might produce results. Try it.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a good provider for his fami
ly which consists of me iage 311 plus our four daughters, 12,
10, 8 and 6.
I lost a baby two years ago. I am enclosing a picture of me.
As you can see, I am pregnant and the doctor says I'm carry-
ing twins! My husband took that picture. It's one of the few
he's ever taken of me with all my clothes on, which brings
me to my problem.
You see, my husband is camera crazy, and for the last
three years he has insisted on taking pictures of me and our
of undress_ as_ well as in thedaughters in various stages
nude.
How can I get across to my husband that the girls are' get-
ting too big for these "farru(y portraits- (as he calls them).
Also. I don't feel like posing in various stages of undress
while pregnant, but he insists it doesn't matter.
Am I out of line for putting my foot down?
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH 10H10
DEAR ENOUGH: No. I think your husband has an
unhealthy preoccupation oith nudity. You can get your
message across to him is, refusing to pose unless fully
clothed. And instruct the girls to do likewise.
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular:
ou're Never Too Young or Ion Old." Send SI with a long,
self-addressed, stamped cents) envelope to' Abby, 13,2
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, t alit. 90212.




It e are pleased to an-
nounce that Tina Win-
dsor. bride-elect of Rod-
PIP.I' .-yum.s has selected
her pottery. rrvstat and
stainless from our com-
e plete bridal registrY.
Tina and Rodney sc.ill






DISTRICT MEETING — The Cradle of Jefferson Davis district meeting of the UnitedDaughters of the Confederacy Was held Tuesday, June 12, at 12 noon at the HolidayInn. Members from Murray, Princeton, Cadiz, and Murray were in attendance with thelocal J. N. Williams Chapter, Mrs. John Livesay, president, and Mrs. W. Z. Carter,president-elect, as the host chapter. Shown at the head table were, left to right, seated,Mrs. Carter, Murray, Mrs. William W. Willis, president of the Kentucky Division of theUDC, Princeton, Mrs. Livesay, Murray, standing, Mrs. Inez Hardin, chaplain, KentuckyDivision of the UDC, and Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, first vice-president of the KentuckyChapter of the UDC, Murray.
statt Photo bv to Burltren
Jones' Horne Scene Party
Given For Miss Brandon
Another prenuptial courtesy
extended to Miss Sheree
Brandon, June 30th bride-elect
of Jerry Jones,. was an af-
terhoon party held Thursday,
June 7, at the home of Mrs.
Donald E. Jones.
Serving as hostesses were
Mesdames Jones, Eli
Alexander, Wallace ,Baggett,
X111 Barker, Hemp Erwin, and
S. M.-Matarazzo.
The honoree was presented
a gift corsage of a. white.
gardenia. Her mother, Mrs.
Max-Sfandon, and the groom-
elect's mother, Mrs. Jack
Jones, were presented cor-
sages of white pom-pom
mums. Honored guests were
Mrs. G. C. AShcraft, grand-
mother of Miss.Brandon, and
Mrs. Claybdrne Jones,
grandmother of Mr. Jones.
The guest book was kept by
Miss Karen Brandon, who will
serve-as her sister's maid of
honor. Greeting the guests
were Miss Brenda Hough and
Mrs. Tommy Tuck,
bridesmaids of Miss Brandon.
The refreshment table was
covered with a handmade
embroidered linen ecru cloth.
A silver bowl filled with yellow
and burnt orange roses and
silver tapers containing
yellow candles centered the
table. Silver appointments
were used to serve a large
assortment of party foods,
fresh fruit, and punch.
Arrangements of yellow and
white daisies and orange lilies
were used:: throughout the
house.
The hostesses presented
Miss Brandon with the
covered vegetable dish of her
chosen pattern of pottery.
POPE GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. David Pope.
Anita Lane, Ledbetter, are the
parents of a baby girl,
Arnberly Gail, weighing .six
pounds seven- ounces,
measuring 20 inches, born on




The father is employed- at
Union Carbide, Paducah. The
mother is the former Gail
Brittain of Murray.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. W. D. Pope of Ledbetter
and Virgil Brittain and Betty
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Here they are Some of the world's most-beck:44U'
chornonos---ot-toshei.:eoebt-y-too. ocice.s.... Come La_dnd
see for yourself You'll be stunned w.th the -
hr,lhonce Amazed at the values
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= Peace is a time for binding up
-1i—the wounds-of war, but. some
wounds are very slow to heal. It
was only last year, 103 years af-
ter the end of the Civil War,
that American citizenship was
restored to a native Ken-
tuckian, the pre?ident of the
Confederacy,Jefferson Davis.
Last week, nearly 90 years af-
ter Davis' death, a small group
gathered at the 351-foot obelisk
in Todd County that marks
Davis' birthplace and paid
homage to the memory of a
man who served the Republic
well until he chose to side with
his adopted state of Mississippi
in its secession in 1861.
After the war, Davis and his
friend, Gen. Robert E. Lee,
Letter To The Editor
were exempted from the
general amnesty granted Con-
federate prisoners by President
Andrew Johnson.
Lee's citizenship finally was
restored in 1976, but Davis' par-
don was bogged down in
Congress until Sen. Mark Hat-
field ( R-Ore ) took up his cause.
President Carter signed the bill
restoring Davis' citizenship
last Oct. 18.
Time alone does not heal a
wound of the spirit. It requires
an act of forgiveness for such a
wound to heal properly.
The restoration of full citizen-
ship to Jefferson Davis is a
reminder that our capacity for
forgiveness still exceeds our
capacity to wound one another.
Little-Known Aspect
Dear Editor:
I would thee to point out to the tax-_
'paying citizens a little-known aspect of
_the_House Bill 44 tax "roll-back" law.
Because public- service comp,anies
(truck freight lines, railroads,
telephone companies, utility system,
pipelines, bus ,lines. Western Union,
etc. i were -exempted from re-
assessment but were included in a
,lower tax-rate resulting from the effect
of HB 44, they will all pay less total
property taxes this Year than they did
last year.
This represents a shift in the payment
of property taxes from the large motor
freight lines, utility systems, etc. to the
small property owner. The difference in
a'hat taxes were paid by these
businesses. last year and the smaller
amount paid this year will be made up
by other taxpayers.
State Senator Weisenberger ob-.
...viously did not completely understafid
the ramifications of HB 44 when he
wrote the article, which appeared in
I:Sunday School
iLesson sed on cop, righted outltnes produced tn the Committee onUndomi Serie, and used 13) permission
z your paper some time ago, praising the
effect of the legislature's actions in
passing HB 44. I believe Senator
Weisenberger is honest in his con-
victions, but lw; like many --other
legislators, are letting the high-
powered lobbyists pull the wool over
their eyes.
Most of—ttirife---ty--don't realize
what they have done until it is too late.
He has bragged that the effect of HB 44
will be tax reductions. If anyone gets a
tax reduction please let me know. My
experience as an elected official leads
me to believe that shifting the tax
burden from truck lines and railroads
to small taxpayers will mean a greater
tax burden. HB 44 will turn out to be a
public rip-off, and if you don't believe it
now, wait until.you get your tax bill and
have to pay some of the truck line and
railrolid taxes that have been shifted to
you by the legislature.
Sincerely,
Melvin B. Henley, Mayor
City of Murray, Kentucky
David's
lindisciplined Sons
In the Old Testament era polygamy
was permitted, and was practiced by
many, but it never was a part of God's
plan for His people. And, as all students
of the Old Testament know, polygamy
inevitably produced unhappiness,
heartache, misery, contention, and
strife within the families where it was
practiced.
11 Samuel 14:21-28
A prominent family which ex-
perienced numerous and great sorrows
because polygamy was practiced in it
,was that of David. Haying, had children _
:by various wives and concubines, it is
,inot at all surprising that Davit was
-overindulgent with his children, and
-neglected to teach and to discipline
them as he should, and for his
negligence he naturally reaped the
same sorrowful results that othersalid.
Parents who fail to challenge the
behavior of their children and neglect
to discipline them for misconduct need
not expect to avert the consequences of
their shortcomings in this important
realm of life.
When Amnon defiled or raped his
half-sister, Tamar, the only recorded
reaction of David to that terrible deed
'—was to the effect that he was "wroth."
There is not any record of David saying
or doing anything to reprimand Amnon.
When, as it were, David shut his eyes to
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Amnon's sinful and inexcusable crime.
Absalom decided that he would take
things into his own hands and have
Amnon slain. If David had been a good
disciplinarian, and had punished
Amnon. the murder of the latter might
have been avoided. While nurturing
murderous designs on his half-brother,
Amnon, enraged Absalom waited two
years before executing his plan. Having
invited all the sons of David to a
sumptuous feast, Absalom instructed
his servants to wait until Amnon got
sufficiently drunk to be unaware of
whal was taking place, and then to kill
him. Following the murder of Amon,
Absalom fled to the home of his
maternal grandfather for protection
over an extended period in exile. Three
years later David granted permission
to Joab, the captain of his forces, to
bring Absalom to Jerusalem. When
Joab brought Absalom to Jerusalem,
David refused to admit him into his
presence or grant him an audience, and
had him banished to his own quarters.
. What rankled Absalom so much was the
fact that two years went by without the
slightest indication that David had any
interest whatever in a reconciliation of
the two.
Due to the fact that Absalom had such
a splendid physique and was ex-
ceedingly handsome, he soon became
extremely popular with the people, who
considered him a celebrity.
I Kings 1:5-4
It was some time after the death of
Absalom when Adonijah decided that,
since David had grown old, he should
make a bid for the throne to which he
considered himself the heir apparent.
God had chosen Solomon for this
position, but Adonijah was not in-
terested in ascertainirit God's will
about this matter. David never
questioned Adonijah about his in-
tentions, words or actions. Con-
sequently, he and his cohorts concluded
that they had the approval of David.
Quite frequently when one is
misbehaving silence on the part of
another or of others is interpreted as
being equivalent to approval.
Therefore, zne should guard against the
possibility of approving that which is
Wrong.
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. 11
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, *rite
HeartlIne. 114 East Dayton Street. West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed••%.
- envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My wife and I are both
in our 80s. We are planning to move to
Florida Dna fall. Now that we have,
decided to make this move, we are
wondering What - will happen to our
Medicare coverage and private
Medicare supplement insurance with
us living in another state. If there is a
right or wrong way to approach these
things, please let us know. 15. T.
Since Medicare is a federal program,
it is good anywhere in the United
States. Each state has a Medicare
carrier or carriers which handles
Medicare claims for that state. So, if
you have Medicare claims in Florida
you must send them to the correct
Medicare 'farrier in Florida. Check
with a Social Security office when you
get to Florida for the correct address
for your Medicare carrier.
As far as your Medicare supplement
insurance goes-, you should check with
'the insurance company now to see if
that company is licensed. cr would
cover you in the state you're moving to.
They will be able to advise you in this
matter.
We also want to remind you that you
need to give a change of address to your
present Social Security office if you
know at this time what your new ad-
dress will be. If you will not knew the
new address until you get to Florida.
contact the Social Security office there
as sOon as you know -the address. It
usuallY takes two or three months for
Social Security to make an address
change, and you may end up missing a
few checks but they will be reimbursed
to you. - -
HEARTLINE: My husband and- I
divorced after 23 years of marriage I
am in my late 40s now, but have only
worked two years. I will not have much
paid in by the time I reach retirement
age. He has since remarried. Am I
entitled to any benefit from my
marriage days if he should pass away'
I am worried about my old age. — B.0
If you do not remarry before the age
of 60, you would be entitled to divorced
spouse's benefits beginning at age 62 if
your ex-husband is retired and drawing
benefits at that time. If your ex-
husband should pass away, and you do
not remarry before age 60, you would
be entitled to surviving divorced
spouse's benefits as early as age 60
These laws apply to any spouse of a
marriage which lasted 10 years or
more.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow, age 52
and disabled, drawing Social Security. I
was married to my first husband 15,-,
years. We were divorced in 1961 and hp
died in 196C. I remarried in 1963. My
second husband passed away in MA.-
Social Security says I am not eligible
for benefits as a disabled widow on my
second husband because he has been
deceased for seven years, and I won't
be eligible for benefits on his account
until age 62. I asked about drawing off
my first husband — why can't I? We
were married 151/2 years and I had
three children by him. Please explain
— U.F. 
.You cannot draw disabled widow's
benefits prom either husband for the
reason gleen you by Social Security A
widow must have become disabled
within seven years from the death of
herhil.. be eligible for disabled
wideiseainrits._
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
going to be taking a trip to Florida this
fall. We have heard quite a bit about
trouble on driving through the stet; of
Georgia. Can you give us any in-
formation on this? -- K. G.
Motorists in Georgia are advised to
pick their service stations with care.
NI
The American Automobile Asiociation
has warned that travelers on Georgia's
Interstate 1-75 would do well to pur-
chase gasoline only, and not to allow the
attendants to check under the hood or
examine the tires. Some motorists have
reported they have been advised that
parts like fan 'belts, shock absorbers
and-even tires are bad when they were
'actually in good condition or had been
covertly damaged by the suition em-
ployee inspecting them.
The Georgia Office of Consumer
Affairs learned, as early as January
1978. that dealers licensed by nine
major oil companies had been cited in
complaints and the companies_in_
question were taking steps to correct
this situation. However, Georgia's 1-75
service stations are still at this time
receiving much bad publicity and in-
vestigations continue.
Bible Thought
And Jesus knew their thoughts, and
said unto them, Every kingdom divided
against itself is brought to desolation;
and every city or house divided-against
itself shall not stand. — Matthew 12:25.
How often Christians waste their
energies• squabbling with other
Christians over insignificant details of
via rii when we should be joining
forces to overcome The atheism and
seculartsm found in our world. ‘'
Funny,
Funny, World
At one time, when his circus was
quartered near his home in Con-
necticut, P.T. Barnum had one of the
elephants pull the plow in his field.
This, of course, was good for columns
of publicity, and people came from
miles arotukt.One of them asked the
showman:* c-
"Is there any advantage in using an
elephant for plowing?" ,p
"If you own a circus, there is,"
Barnum replied.
iDen Wolfe, Toledo Riedel
6-R Fr nr t
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Dorothy and Kirby Jennings
Copyright, 1971
4+-++++44-4++++++44-
The grand jury for the regular term concluded hearings Satur-
day, April 28. No additional indictments were returned for -Night
Riding, however several indictments were returned for writing ,.
threatening letters. In the concluding day of the jury five additional
men had been charged with offenses. They were Clay Garland,
J. M. McClure, Henry Taylor, Jasper Garland, and Nathan Lassiter.The beleaguered editor dipped his pen in a vitriolic bath of ridicule
entitled "Dirty as Filth." It read:
"A dirty fling at the Ledger, purporting to be an excerpt from'
a recent issue of the Paducah Sun, has been printed in circular form
and secretly‹),...on ut through the mail over this county. The Padu-
cah Sun is dominated by a political clique that serves the party of
trust robbers, and we believe trust mo**pairtOrthe printing and
mailing of these circulars in the county.
"Regardless of the contradictions of the trust robbers, papers,and the smirking hypocrits who pretend fidelity, to the Association,
a herculean effort is being made to destroy the tobacco growers
organization and to destroy the Ledger's influence, is the first
attempt of this kind in the county . . . We do not believe the people
of this county can'ber made to believe a lie, and if all the calumny,
abuse and vilification., that is heaped upon this paper and its editor
by the dirty buzzards and commercial vampires who have robbed
this county for years, and if they will confine their acciisations to •
this writer and quit their tirade aimed at organized farm labor,
we'll smilingly submit. But the world, the flesh and the devil can't
stop us in our fight for the Association."
The turmoil created by. the presence of armed forces in Murray
began to simmer down while farmers turn again to prepare ground
and setting new crop, despite a heavy May snow that fell. In
addition, the presence of armed forces had inspired youths of Callo-
way County into forming their own militia detachment. Fifty-three
young men signed a petition for a unit here, with only 40 required
to form a company. The petition was forwarded to Frankfort forapproval:
Considerable activity was registered in the ranks of the militarydetachment with a company of men stationed in Murray being sent
to Rockcastle iz Trigg County. Company C of Owensboro pitched
camp in the vld Moore tan yard and will remain here indefinitely:
Complaining of the' inconvenieuce
Thompson School House correspondent, contended "the soldiers have..IZeeri,bolding up our physician after dark. We think it is bad thatdoctors can't go see the sick without being'held up by soldiers. We
think we are able to attend to our own business without the'help
of soldiers yet awhile."
TO Be Continued
Looking Back -
10 1 ears Ago
Fifty-sis persons from CalloWay
County were among the 1,100 graduates
from Murray State University on June
2.
Deaths reported include Harry
Wakeland and Mrs Lois Spiceland
Walker, 74.
Wayne M. Williams, School of
Education, Murray State University,
recently recived a Specialist in
Education degree from Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale,
Two members of Woodmen Grove 126
were honored June 11 at a dinner
meeting at the Murray Woman's Club
house. Kathleen Patterson was named
Outstanding Citizen of Murray for 1968
and Mts. Jessie Houston Roane was
named as Woman of Woodcraft from
Grove 126.
Births reported include 'a girl, Kelly
lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Bolls on
June 10.
Mr; and Mrs. William E. Hendon of
Murray announce the engagement of
their daughter, Marsha Ann, to John W.
Dale, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
Dale of Paris, Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted M. Potts announce
the approaching marriage of their
daughter, Jean, to Tommy Phillips, sm
of Mi. and Mrs. Rupert Phillips.
20 Years Ago
Chief Charlie Man` and Sgt. Barney
Weeks of the Murray Police Depart-
ment are attending the Kentucky Peace
Officers convention being held this
week in Ashland.
Deaths •reported include Arthur
Flippo, 71.
Plans have been completed for
converting the Murray Roller Rink,
1415 West Main Street, Murray, into a
$200,000 bowling center by Corvette
Lanes, Inc., headed by H. M. Worrell,
Nashville, Term.
,Hoyt Roberts of Murray has been
appointed Veterans Administration
Appraiser for Calloway County and the
surrounding area.
Li Col. Oliver C. Hood, son of Mrs.
Mary Lee Hood and the late Judge Hall
Hood of • Murray, will be transferred
July 1-to the Air- Force
France. as comnulnder of the hospital
there. He is now commander of the
hospital at Mather Air Force Base,
Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Gary Myers an-
nounce the engagement and ap-
proaching marriage of their daughter,
Lila, to Kenneth Lloyd Workman, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd C. Workman.
30 Years- Ago
Taxes paid by the Murray Electric
System will amount to almost $7,000.,
according to E. S. Ferguson,
superintendent of the system.
- Deaths reported include the Rev. W.
G. Blakely, 65, and W. A. Ross, 73.
Jean Butterworth, daughter of Dr.
and Mrs. A. D. Butterworth of Murray,
has completed her training in medical
technology at St. Joseph Hospital.
Memphis. Tenn., and has taken a
position at the Touro Infirmary, New
Orleans, La.
Approiamately_300 farmers saw a
post treating demonstration on June 14
at the .Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association warehouse,
according to S. V. Foy, county agent.
Births' reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Calvin Milby on June 9, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Stand Hooks on June




By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, June 15, the 166th
day of 1979. There are 199 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
,On this date in 1215, at Runnymedee
England, King John signed the Magna
, Carta, granting his barons more liberty
and laying a foundation for democratic'
government.
On this date:
In 1752, Benjamin Franklin
demonstrated the relationship between
lightning and electricity when he
launched a., kite during a storm at
Philadelphia.
In 1775, George Washington accepted
command of the Continental Army in
the American Revolution.
In 1940, the Germans outflanked the
Maginot Line in France during World
War II.
In 1977, the first elections were held in
Spain in 41 years to elect the first
democratic parliament since the
beginning of the Franco era.
Ten years ago: Former Premier
Georges Pompidou won a presidential
election in France to succeed Charles
de Gaulle.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon visited Saudi Arabia on a Middle
East tour and promised more arms aid.
One year ago: King Hussein of
Jordan married a 26-year-old
American, Elizabeth Halaby, in a brief
'Moslem ceremony and proclaimed her
Queen.
Today's birthdays: Outfielder Dusty
Baker of the Los Angeles Dodgers is 30.
Former basebt111 star Billy Williams is
41. Democratic fp:presentative Morris
Udall of Arizona is 57.
Thought for today: The mere absence
of war is not peace. The mere absence
of recession is not growth,— President
John Kennedy, 1917-1963.4
































































































elastic waist and 2
way front zipper.










Thick spongy sandwich sole;
leather trimmed nylon thong. Sizes:










7 Features bonded epoxy-resin7 0.,,,,,,„eweight triccontroli Reg. system and
and idler suspension system.
ULTRA-LIGHT
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light spincast reel mat-










WITH 500-PC. OF HARDWARE
1.988
No Rainchecks
Features 20"x36" work surface;
two 36" wide x 16" deep bottom
shelves; 6 removable bins and all
steel frame Hardware assortment
contains 52 varietiet of the most
popular fasteners. Model TW108.
40 Lb. Bag
min LIZER
Reg 3 77 297
PIG a RAINCI4Lat POUC Y. SAO lijrelires it. custerneril and 
*I11 de everything possible 1.1w,, whet are
advertise. Should we tall and an advertised item 0 riot rec
eived horn the factory by tho elan l el 110 sale.
lloinc heck' vvill be illaursd Where ouontiturs are linutecIlro
 en item and number available kw satiate note/.






Beautifully designed and decorated
with gold trim, this rocker has pop-








Utility stool features 2 inch






Plastic stand with removable metal ash
tray for easy cleaning. Decorator colors.
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Handsome orlon socks in basic
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. laluty socks -With
00 'nforced heel-sorted colors
Reg :es 1G-131117 '
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Bel-Air Shopping Center










style console features "Ten
Tech" circuitry, buitt-in 8-
track tape player, AM/FM












8 4 Rig. ONLY99.00
Your Choice:
• RCA • ZENITH • PANASONIC
• PHILCO • G.E. • MIDLAND
Fantastic bargain! Convenient, economical and
compact televisions featuring 100% solid state
chassis and easy mobility.
PI




For Rose -Ross, it was
something' She 'ealWays
wanted to do," and she ac-
complished the feat by inking
her name to a national letter-
of-intent yesterday.
With her parents, Mr. and
Mrs, Robert H. Ross, Route 1,
Dexter, looking on, Ross
signed to play basketball with
Vincennes, Ind., Junior
College.
Ross and her Calloway
County teammates had their
share of success last season.
The Lakers ran up a 20-4
record and the First Region
title, earning the first-ever
trip to the state tournament
for a Calloway County
basketball team.
And individually, Ross
shone. She averaged 16.4
points and five assists a game,
helping her to All-Purchase
and honorable mention all-
state honors.
"I'm just glad I'm getting
the chance to play college
basketball somewhere," said
Ross. "I got to meet with
Vincennes) Coach Andrea)
'Myers, and she felt like I
0 would. have a good chance of




America selection at Vin-
cennes last season, announced
her intentions to transfer to
Murray State earlier this
year, leaving Myers with-
some guard problems.
"She said she lost seven
players, so I hope to get to
play," Ross said.
Ross also considered Avila
College, a small private school
in St. Louis, Alo, and spoke
with Murray State Coach Jean
Smith.
-I could have walked on at
Murray, but they are deep at
guard, so I'm not sure what
my chances would have been
there," Ross said.
Smith, however, said she
would keep a close eye on Ross
at Vincennes. "Um going to
follow her progress," Smith
said. "She's a talented player,
and we may not be as strong at
guard in two years as we are
now.,'
Ross, according to one
Calloway County spokesman,
is the first female player from
Calloway County High to sign
a basketball scholarship with
--ftiniversity.
Sports 
The Big Ones Falter
Rose Ross follows through on a free throw toss during last
season. By Tony Wilson
Flanked by her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Ross, Rose Ross signed a national letter-of-intent yesterday to play
basketball for Vincennes, Ind., Junior College. 
By Tony Wilson
Sparky's Debut As Tiger Head
Is Spoiled; Aikens Ties Record
By the Associated Press
Things have got to get better
for Sparky Anderson but how
much better can they get for
Willie Aikens?
While the Seattle Mariners
were spoiling Anderson's
American League managerial
debut by nipping the Detroit
Tigers 3-2, Aikens tied a major
league record by belting a
•
grand slam for the second
game in a row as the
California Angels swamped
the Toronto Blue Jays.10-2. •
In other American League
games, the Minnesota Twins
turned back the New York
Yankees 4-2, the Milwaukee
Brewers whipped the Texas
Rangers 6-2 and the Cleveland






We specialize in removal of
diseased, dead, damaged,
unwanted trees. Dead trees
are dangerous. Don't wait







ifor appointment and free estimate)
2-1. Baltimore, Boston.
Chicaggo and Kansas City
were not scheduled.
Mariners 3, Tigers 2
With the score tied 2-2,
Anderson thought it was time
for a pitching change after
Seattle tagged Jack
Billingham for 11 hits in eight
innings. He waved for relief
ace John Hiller but his first AL
strategy ploy backfired when
pinch hitter Leon Roberts
tripled and scored as Larry
Milbourne's two-out )(rounder
went through third baseman
Aurelio Rodriguez.
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Angels 10. Blue Jays 2
Aikens' first-inning homer
off Phil Huffman marked the
first time in 17 years and
the ninth in major oleague
history - that ah American
Leaguer has hit grand slams
in consecutive games. Brooks
Robinson of Baltimore last did
it in 1962, although Pitt-
sburgh's Phil Garner ac-
complished thei feht • in the
National League last season.'
Tw ins I. Yankees 2
Butch -Wynegarf wind-
blown' three-run double with
two out in the fourth inmne
highlighted a four-run out-
burst as Minnesota rallied to
hand 1(1-game Winnerlotiuny
John his second setbark
Wynegar's pop fly came after
a two-out error by New York
first baseman Chris Chi! -
bliss and resulted in f'•
unearned runs when 1)i-r.
Edwards singled Wyro,. • •
home. Juan Beniquez hr
two-run homer in the set ii
inning for the Yankees, o•
failed to score again des),
loading the bases with 1,
out in the fifth inning apri •
out. in the se% enth.
Rangers 6,BreWers 2
BlZl TraVers scalt-erwi
seven hits.and Ben Ogliv
Barido and . Buck Marti:..
each drove in two runs as ttio ,
Bre;kers handed the Itani,,
their eighth setback in the ..-
10 games. Bando socked a t ;,40_
run triple in the third innur
-Martinez drilled a to
dpuble in the fourth
OgilvIe blakited a too-:
homer in the fifth. his 12th of-
the season.
Mtheurray Ledger 8r Times
Nicklaus, Watson Stumble in U.S. Open
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
TOLEDO, Ohio — Jack
Nicklaus and Tom Watson,
golf's two greatest players,
were down but, they stoutly
-insisted; - not-out going- -into—
today's second round of the
79th U.S. Open Championship.
Nicklaus, with _a double
bogey on the final hole, shot an
opening 74.
Watson, with bogeys on
three of his last five holes, shot
75, five strokes off the first-
round lead that was shared by
five players.
-I don't feel I'm out of the
-tournament," Watson said, "I
can jump right back in the
tournament if I can shoot a
good round, a round in the
60s," he said.
Nicklaus had a similar idea.
• I'm not out of 4,1' he said.
;Seventy four isn't that bad a
score. if I shoot 67 or 68 I'm
right back in it."
'But tough old Inverness
hasn't yet yielded a score in
the 60s in this national
championship. It plays to a
par 71. Only five men ever had
it at 2 under par — which
would produce a score in the
60s — and nou,e of them could
bring it dome.
It was the first national open
in five years in which a score
in the 60s had not been
pr4kluced in the first round.
First-round 'scores were
exceptionally high — iatiging 
up to an 87 by South African
Hugh Baiocchi — and included




Masters king Fuzzy Zoeller
and Lee Trevino. However,
few topranked players had
such. frustrating difficulties
getting home as -those en-
countered by . Nicklaus and
Watson.
Nicklaus, holder of a record
15 major professional titles
and generally regarded as the
greatest ever to play the
ancient game, was in good
shape. 1 over par coming to
the relatively short 18th hole.
"On the 18th," he said,
obviously disgusted with
himself,- "there's only two
placesy oli don't want to put it:
over the green, or to the right
of the green-. -I-managed to-do
both."
His approach; squirting out
of the deep rough, went to the
back right. He faired to
negotiate a shot that he tried
to bounce into a bank and on
the green. It just didn't quite
make it. He was on the putting
surf aee in four., arid left__ a_
bogey putt hanging on the lip
of the cup.
It dropped him back from a
potential 72 to 74.
Watson, winner of four titles
already this year and by far
the outstanding player for the
past 24 years, also had it I
over par going -
down the stretch.
96 To Compete In Oaks
Golf Tourney Saturday
Paducahan Russ Cochran
will loom as a solid favorite
when play begins Saturday in
the 16th annual Oaks Country
Club Invitational golf tour-
nament.
Cochran, who attends the
University of Kentucky, was
the ronnerup in the
Southeastern Conference
championships and two weeks
ago fired a course-record 65 in
winning the Benton
Invitational.
He will be one of 76 golfers
teeing off by shotgun start in
the 1:30 afternoon round. 20
will begin at 8:30. a.m..
making up the 96-player field.
Jimmy Brown, another
Paclusahan who won last
y 's-event-with-a1W04M4143-r--
par 142 total, did not enter.
Cochran shot a final-round 71
last year to finish fifth.
J
Prizes will be awarded in
five separate flights, and
golfers will be flighted
Saturday accortting to their
first-round scores. The 10
percent-rule will be in effect.
Several Oaks spokesman
report that the course is fast
and in good condition.
11:311a.m
No I - Bill Seale, Bill Dan Crouse, Bob
Berry. Kevin DtAngeks.
No 3 -- Bill Read, Trent Jones. George
Bell, Karl Hussung
No. 5 - Alton Jones. Ben Sydboten.
Janue Sydboten. Don Wray
No 7 - John Lovett, Herb liurle), Mark
Denham, Mike Erwin
No 9 -- Johnny Stroup. Connie Stroup,
Larry Wheeler. David Albritton
1:311p.m.
No 1 'Richard Snuth, Truman
Whitfield, Ken Albnttoll, Homer Branch
No 2- Ray Worth, Bennie Brown Johnny
Overton. Edwin Sanuak
No 3 - Marcus Alekander, Mike
Gallunore, Dan Paschall, Bill Templeton.
No 4 -- Howard Rogers. Dan Rogers,
Phil Walker. Keith Barber
No S - Don Cothran. Don Buffington.
Roy Cothran, Mike Morgan
No 6 - Rollie Jackson, Clay Darnell,
Carl O'Damel, Monte Newcomb
No TA Larry Grooms. Darrell
DeMon, Ronald DeMoso. Mike Carter
No 78 - Dan Blair, Jintrn, Don Peck,
Bob Billington, Demi, 1• •
No - Joe Warren. John Walker, Don
Friraell, Harvey Barrett
No 9 - Allen Con, Howard Finley. Bob
Highley. Brad Green
No 10 - Russ Cochran. Teddy Sanders.
Richard Nan. Flip Martin
No 11 - Greg Howard, Jerry Caldwell,
funny lamb, Jim White
No 12 - Todd Doyle, Steve Dan•
nenrnueller, Tun Doyle. Tommy Ftke
No 13 - Chris Jones. Torn Thomas, Tony
McAlpin. Adrian Augustus
No. 14 Charlie Hargrove, Ted Lawson.
Jerry Hoptuns, MickeyBoggess.
No 15 - Greg Story Hale Chadsnck,
Tony Wilson. Charles Redden
No 16 - Charles Caldwell, Bill Roberts,
Purdom Lovett, Mal Walker
No 17 -- Al Lindsey, Mike Holton,
Rudell Parks, Delmer Brewer
No 11 -- Don Johnson. Charles Reed,
Jeff Hicks, lAe 'Banter '
RUSS cOCH RA N '
Loomsls Favorite
Indians 2, A's 1
Jon Norris pounded a
tworun triple with two mit in
the bottom of the ninth inniin,
following an error by Oakland
;shortstop Bob Piecluro. lion
.fruitt drew a (me.out oath
fr r relfever Jut1 bold an)
forced at -sepond.
hitter Ted Cox was safe on all
error -IT ricciad MRI-Norri:4---- -
greeted Craig Minetto with a
line ,drive to the- wall in
rightcenter.
I,en Bark0-, making his first
-start for the Indians, scattered
four hits and Yielded the A's
run before being relieved with
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K mart takes credit and gives credit to save you money! Count on brand
names, quality merchandise at savings, and use your good credit--right
there in your pocket. Installment credit is available on major purchases


















































Shae Sykes steps on third base as infielder Jody Burkeen lunges with a tag dur
ing the Kentucky League baseball game
yesterday.





Baltimore 39 72 639
Boston 37 22 627
Milwaukee 14 21 540
Mrs York 33 ,,29 532
Detroit 29 77 518
- Cleveland 30 39 500
Toronto 18 16 281
Vir FIST
California ' 38 26 594 -
Panneeota 32 2Z 542 34
Kansas CUi, 11 29 532 4
Baseball _Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (125 it bats, Bruck,
St Lows, .31111; Rose, Philadelphia. 352,
Winfield, San Diego. .351, Murphy.
Atlanta, 3411; Hendrick. St Louis, 342
RUNS-Lopes, Los Angeles. 59,
Kingman, Chicago, 44; Royster, Atlanta,
.44; K Hernandez. StLouts, 43. North, San
Francisco, 43 _
RBI --Winfield, San Diego, 55; Foster.
Cincinnati, 50, Kingman, Chicago, 49.
Simmons. St Louis, 45: Garvey, Los
Angeles, 45
HITS- Winfield, San Diego. e7, Rose.
Tiles 32 29 525 Co HITS- G.Brett, Kansas City. IR; Lan-, 
Philadelphia, 83, Garvey. Los Angeles, 81;
114; Baylor, Caftforma, 76; Rice. Baskin,
71
DOUBLES-Lemon, Chicago. 18;
Thornton, Cleveland. 17; Downing,
California, 17; C.Washington, Chicago, IT.
B Bell. Texas. 17
Uticait0 IS-3/- WO-
Seattle • 26 38 406 12
Oakland 19 44 302 184
Thursday's Games
California 10, Toronto 2
Cleveland .2. Oakland :
Seattle 3, Detroit 2
Muowsotat. New York 2
Milwaukee 6, Texas 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland Johnson 241 at Toronto . Un-
derwood 0-0,, n
Seattle Jones 14i at Cleveland (Waits
California Barr 3-1 at Detroit (Ro-
sana 3-31, n,
Kansas City iSpintoeff 841 et MO-
waukee Caldwell 6-5i, ni
Boston Torres 153 at Chicago llamas
te3i, (n)
Baltimore .D.Mlitinez 9.2i at Min-
nesota Hartsell 3.4





Kansas City at Milwaukee
Oakland at Toronto, tni
Seattle at Cleveland. ,n
Boston at Chicago, (n,







Kansas City- at Mdwaukte













los Angeles 30 14 449
San Diego 39 35 462





W t. Pet GB
33 32 603
32 21 582 1
32 n 533
211 78 500 54
77 79 482 Co






Montreel 4. Atlanta 3 -
San Diego 2, Pittsburgh 1, 14 innings






Atlanta .P Niekro 74) at York
!Swan 6-41. lni 
Cincinnati Seaver 3-Si at Philadelplea
i Christenson ni
Chicago (Brioche' 5-51 at San Diego
.Rasminsen 341i, in,
Pittsburgh .Blyleven 2-21 at Los Ange-
les Sutton 641, n
St louts .Vukovich 6-3. at San Fran-
cisco Nastu .n.
Saturday's Games
St !Outs at San Francisco
Atlanta at New York, In
Houstin at Montreal • n
Cincinnati at Phdadelphia, n
Pittsburgh at los Angeles, In,
Chicago at San Diego. in)
Sunday's Games
Houston at Montreal
Coo umati at Ptilladelphta
Atlanta at New 'York
, Pittsburgh at Ion Angeles
Chicago it San Diego
St I outs at San Francisco-
AMER WAN LEAGUE
BATTING (125 at bats. -Smalley.
Minnesota, .373. Carew. Caldornui, 365,
Downing, Caldonua, .353: Kemp. Detroit,
.30; Nilsen. Kansas City, .342
RUNS- Lansford, California, se.
G Brett. Kansas City, 50; Baylor,
California. 47. Ohs. Kansas City, 16; Lynn,
Boston, 45
,RBI -Baylor, California. 56; Lynn,
Boston. 52, Porter. Kansas City, 48;
Bochte, Seattle, 17. .Cooper. Milwaukee,
Russell, Los Angeles, 81; Templeton.
StIOZU-s, ?fl.
DOUBLES-Rose, Philadelphia, 21;
Parrish, Montreal, 19; Mazza, New York,
Reitz, St Louis, IS; Buckner, Chicago,
17; Hendrick, St Louis, 17; Gnffey, Cm-





CLEVELAND INDIANS- Traded Paul
Dade, outfielder, to the San Diego Padres
for Mike Hargrove, first baseman
BASKETBALL National Basketball
Association
NKA-Awarded two second round draft
choices from- the San Diego Clippers to the
Denver Nuggets as compensation for the
Clippers' signing of Brian Taylor, guard
Weasexes Pro Basketball League
NEW ORLEANS-Named Bill van
Breda Kolff head coach.
Anderson Says He Holds
No Grudge Against Reds
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
DETROIT — It looked in-
congruous to see Sparky
Anderson in the blue-trimmed
white uniform of the Detroit
Tigers rather than Cin-
cinnati's flaming red, but
there was no mistaking the
man himself.
Ebullient. His California-
bronzed face beaming under a
full head_ of silver
Obviously so happy he was
bursting at the seams. It
seemed he couldn't smile
enough. He couldn't shake
enough hands. He couldn't
quit responding to unending
salutes.
A' 9-year-old kid walks up for
an autograph. A lady wants a
Sparky Anderson signature
for her father on Father's
Day.
"Welcome, Sparky, glad to'
have you!"people yelled.
Sparky was back home —
and happy. Not the home that
'be,- had festooned with
National League and World
Series trophies — but home,
nevertheless.
He was back on the field as a
manager.
''The pressure is behind
me," he said. "The book is
closed on the past. Let history
and the people of Cincinnati
decide what kind of manager!
was.
"Now I am taking over what
think is the finest young
talent in baseball. I have a
chance to put my imprint on
the team — I never really felt
that way at Cincinnati. I was
naive. I always felt — as the
people did — that the Reds
were a team of stars and were
supposed to win.
am no_genius. I intend to
give the kids a chance to OW
baseball. If it backfires, I'll,
pay the dues. I'll accept full
blame — not these kids.
"But let me tell you
something_ I_ chm.1....bave
lightning in the battle. But if
they keep me — and I hope to
God they do — I promise you
this7-1'11 have Detroit in the
World Series."
The --gracious Anderson
wears no scars for his brutal
dismissal as Cincinnati
manager after .nine years in
which he led the Reds to five 
divisional - crowns and into
four World Series, two of
which he won.
"I have no animosity," he
said, referring to the Cin-
cinnati boss who fired him so
unceremoniously. "Dick
Wagner likes Sparky
Anderson. I can understand
the reason he fired me, and I
The Stars beat the Hawks
23-7, and the Royals whipped
the Aces 10-4 in girls lower-
softball action last
night. In upper-division play
Wednesday, the Nats beat the
Aces 11-10, and the Sonics
stopped the Royals 17-16,
Nancy Smith, Jo Anne Gibbs
can't be bitter. He thought we
should have won the last two
years.
Spark): said that Jim
Campbell, Tigers' general
manager, called him six times
before finally convincing him
that he should come to Detroit
My wife, Carol, and son,
Albert, who has more sense
than any of us, weighed tkle
pros and cons. Finally, thete




County Swim Team will begin
its regular season Monday at
the Murray Tennis Center.
Team members 11 years old
and over will meet from 8 to 9
a.m. prior to the meet, and
those 10 and under will meet
from 9 to
A tentative meet schedule is
as follows:
' Jane 22, Bowling Green,
away; June 30, Paducab,
home; July 14, Murray-
Calloway County Jaycee
Invitational; July 19,
Madisonville, away; July 25,
Greenville; away.
Stars, Royals Take Softball Victories
and Jeanne Darnell had home
runs for the Stars, while
Becky Snow homered for the
Hawks.
Kelly Jameson and Kendra
Thurmond homered for the
Royals.
The Nats' victory left them
unbeaten and in first place in
the upper-divison standings.
FOOTBALL
, National Football League
HOUSTON OILERS-Signed Jesse
Baker. defensive lineman, and Wayne
Wilson, back
COLT LEAGUE
The Giants whipped the
Tigers 7-2 in the opener, but
the Braves, behind-- Robert
Roberts' four-RBI per,
formance, stopped the Giants
7-0 in the nightcap.
Stacy Smith checked the
Tigers on four hits in the
opener, while Kim Wilsonshut
out the Braves on three singles
in the second game.






M Smith 3 2
Herndon 2 0
Ryan 30




















' ab r h
O Alls 3 0 0
2 Blodgett 2 0 1
3 Thompson 2 0 0
0 Denham 2 0 0
0 Key 2 1
0 Lee 2 0 0
Bean 3 I I
McCuiston 3 0 1
O Zunmerman2 0 1
O Totals 21 2 4
7 Winning pitcher
Stacy Smith




Requarth 3 0 1
1 Hargrove 0 0 0
1 M Smith 3 0 0
1 Herndon 2 0 1
1 Ryan 2 0 0
0 S Smith 2 0.0
1 Montgomery Dowdy 
2
• Thurmond 2
O Payne 2 I
-Lee 2 0 0





Randy DTaw.n pitched a no-
hitter to pace th. rds to an
11-4 Victory over the Reds in e
Pony League game that
highlighted East League
baseball action last night.
In Little League games, the
Mets beat the Reds 12-11 and
the Cards stopped the A's 18-5.
The Stars defeated the A's
22-4 in a Prep League game,
and the Stuffers defeated the




AP; — South Africa's Tanya
Harford upset former Wim-
bledon champion Virginia
Wade 4-6, 6-3, 6-4 in the second
round of the Chichester Grass
Courts Tennis Tournament.
In other matches, Pant
Teegarden defeated
Australia's Dianne Fromholtz
— -64; 7-6r while '-Mar4ina -
Navratilova downed Lele
Forood 6-4, 7-6. Kate 'Latham,
Pam Shriver and Sue Barker
also reached the quar-
terfinals.'.,
LONDON (AP) — John
McEnroe defeated John
James of Australia 3-6, 6-3, 6-2
for a place in the last 16 of the
$125,000 Stella Artois tennis
tournament.
In other matches, Arthur
Ashe scored a 6-3. 6-1 victory
over Chris Kachel of
Australia, then downed
another Australian, Paul
Kronk, 6-4, 6-0; Tom Gullikson
(41 7-6, 64, ,to Britian'
Richard Lewis; Stan Smith
downed Marty Riessen 6-3, 6-
4; Victor Pecci of Paraguay
brat Dave Schneider of South
Africa 7-6, 6-2; poscoe Tanner
slammed 15 aces in his 7-6. 7-4
win et% er Dale Collings.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Jeff Connelly hammered an
inside-the-park home run to
help the Twins beat the Cards
5-1, and Jeff Clendenon belted
an inside-the-park shot as the
Astros stopped the Cubs 7-4.
-Pitcher Shawn McClure
limited the Cards to four hits,
and Mark Waldrop added a
double for the winners.
David West tripled for the
Cubs, and Mark Doran belted
a double and a triple for the
Astros.
Twins 5
Waldrop 3 1 1
Watson 3 1 1
Potts 3-I 1
('onnelly 3 1 3
Wright 3 0 0
Morton 3 0 0
Billington 2 0 0
Manning 1 0 0





Adams 3 1 1
Bolen 1 0 0
Hassell 3 0 1
Cochrum 3 0 2
Wells 3 0 0
Steeley 3 0 0
Kelso 2 0 0
Pritchett 1 0 0
Rogers 1 0





----Astral& 1-- Cabs 4
ab r h ab
Dill 4 1 ,,,i,,,--Vrawford 3
Wilkins 3 t 2 West 3
0 1 Amos 3
I Lamb 3
Whited 2 I 0 Hargis 3
Travis 3 1 1 Adams 2
Crutchfield ,3 0 0 Peebles 3
Kenyon 2 0 0 Clendenon 3












2 Doolm 1 0 0 






The Mets used a four-run
.fifth inning to race to their
second-straight victory, a 6-5
decision over the Phils. In the
second contest, Gary
Galloway.rapped - two singles
as the Orioles thumped thef
Astros 10-3.
The Mets' Brad Lyons
limited the Phils to three hits,
while teammate Wade Smith
doubled. Kyle Evans added a
two-base hit for the Aitros.
Oriotes 10 Astros 3
ab r h ab r h
Holland 2 1 0 McCuiston 3 1 1
Snow 1 0 0 Boggess 3 0 0
Downey 3 2 2 McMillet 3 1 .1
Brown 3 1 2 Galloway 3 1 2
McDougal 4 I 11 Vernot 3 0 0
Burgess 3 I •0 Dunn 3 0 0
Bryon 3 2 3 York I 0 0
West 2 1 1 Miller 2 0 0
Robinson 4 0 0 Key 2 0 0
Young 2 0 0 Simmons 1 0 0
Townsend I 0 0 (Sr I 0 1
gei 9 g Totals 25 3 4
Winning pitcher
Eddie Burgess




Garland 2 I I
Whitler) 1 0 0
Smith 4 1 2




Jones 1 0 I
Cantrell 1 0 0
Beyer 1 0 0
James 1 0 0
Sear'ough 2 0 0
Lyons 2 0 2
Parka 1 0 o
Teti& -88 3 7
Phils 5
ab r
White 4 1 0
S Glavio 2 1 1
Rini/Teton 3 - 1 0
Denham '3 1 I
Evans 1 0 1
Doyle 0'
Childress 2 0 0
Schw'mann 1 0 0
Cella 2 0 0
Davis 2 0 0




Met g 02n oso.
.Phils 04,3 020 -5 -
i
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
JINIX Burkeen ripped a
single, three doubles and a
triple to pace the Cubs to their
22-12 triumph over_the-Cards.
In the nightcap, Mitch Cauley
drove in six runs, a Kentucky
League season high, to help
the Reds thump the Pirates 18-
4.
Shane Morris added three
doubles and five RBIs in the
Cubs' victory, while the Cards
were paced by John Pyla and
Kim Greer, who each doubled
twice. -
John McMillen singled and




















5 Moore 4 3
4 Pyla 4 2 2
3 Greer 4 .i
2 Baker 3 3.*
2 Wells 1 t.
O Spite 0 0
2 Outland 3 :
O Sykes 4 1, 2
0 Darnell 3 0
0 Thweatt 1 0 II
O Mikulcik 2 0 11
1 McDowell 2 0 0
0 Wchester 2 0 0
1 Bailey 1 0 0
20 Totals 34 12 13
Winning pitcher
Rodney Sk invier
_ Reds IS Pirates 4
ab r h ab r
Weatherly 1 0 0 Galloway- 1 0
Alexander 3 1 2 Whittaker 2 1
,Jacksoil 4 2 2 Banks 2 1
-Grogan —4 2 --0-',Tionepson 3 1 11
Atkins 4 3 1 McMillen 2- 1 2
Cauley 4 _3_ 3 Wade 1 0 0
Yoo 4 2 0 Noonan 1 0
Holland 2 1 0- Morris 2 0
Kit-tan 2 0 0 Huron 1
Schroeder 1 0 0 Bradley 1 0
Pritchett 3 2 0 Sargent I 0 .
Swan 1 0 0 Stalls I 0
Schurnaker2 2 0 Rowland I 0







The Cubs beat the Cards 17-
4,* and the Mets stopped the
Reds 33-19 in action last night.
Stephen Lovett drilled three
hits, including a triple, to pace
the Cubs, while the Cards
were led by Todd Sargent and
Tracy Manning, who had to"
hits each.
Chris Bryan, Pat Orr.
Mickey Hill,. Brian Hill and
Scott Hill all rapped four Itit
to lead the Mets, and Brian
Carroll rapped a single and
two doubles for the Reds.
T-BALL
Douglas Payne hit two home
runs to pace the Reds' 32-20
victory over the Cubs, and
Charles Mofello slammed No
round-trippers for the Cards in
their 38-9 victory over the
,Mets.
Elvis Presley's Car Is Coming To
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet In Murray
9 a.m.-10 pan.
Monday, June 18
Due to mechanical difficulties
Elvis Preslye's 26 foot White
Stretch Lincoln did not make it to
the planned May showing.. .but be
ready to see the King's car on
display Monday, June 18 at
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet.
Bring your friends and family to
see the car Elvis gave to J.D.
Sumner of the . Stamps Quartet
just 6 months before his
death.. .this 26 foot White Stretch
Lincoln is insured for $600,000 by
Lloyds of London. The litho is
equipped with a bar and color
television. Thousands throughout
the country have come from
miles around to see the King's
car. . . Glen Tadlock, who used to
chauffer Elvis, will been hand to
answer questions about Elvis and
his car.
It's a once in a lifetime chance to see the car of-the--man millions
loved. . . Elvis Presley's 26 foot White ,Stretch Lincoln Con-
tinental, on display one day only, Monday, June 18 at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet in Murray. . . On Display from 9 a.m.-10 p.m. . .
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
WHERE THE BEST DEALS ARE "TAYLOR" MADE
Hwy. 641 South Murray,
753-3332 Ky.
•
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Veterans Perez, Carter Hinkle Grabs U.S. Open Lead
Key Expos' 4-3 Triumph;
Cubs Nip GiantOn 9th
By the Associated Press
When things are going well,
it doesn't matter what they
throw pt you.
Gene Garber tried to jam
Montreal's Tony Perez with a
fast ball in the eighth inning,
and the veteran first baseman
hit it for a run-scoring single.
So when Gary Carter stepped
to the plate, Garber decided to
try and slip a charigeup past
him.
ft---diths'-a --works - Carter
slammed a booming double to
left, driving in two runs and
giving the Expos a 4-3 victory
over the Braves.
The victory raised Mon-
treal's-harm-record to 20-3 and
extended its lead over second-
place St. Louis to one game in
the National League East.
In  other games, the Chicago
Cubs beat the San Francisco
Giants. 8-6 and the San Diego
Padres edged the Pittsburgh
Pirates 2-1 in 14 innings.
The Expos trailed 3-1 'before
Rodney Scott led off the eighth
with a single. moved to third
on Andre DaWson's double off
the left-field wall and scored
on the single by Perez._
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Perez has been driving in
runs like that for 14 years,"
said Expos Manager Dick
Williams. "Garber tried to
jam him with the pitch and
Tony just foughtlt off.
Garber. who had entered the
game in relief of starter
Buddy Solorn'on after two
runners reached base in the
gighth, then gave up the two-
run doual- • Carter.
-He :aon little his id,
ball and kept the ball down a









benefit of millions of
patients each year
signifies that chiroprac-
tic has proven itself. It
is new recognized as a
major therapeutic aid
by such important
- segments -of __American












as a valid healing
technique.
Could chiropractic
help you? The best way








have to stay with him because
he gives you so much arms
and legs and motion. He can
intimidate you when he comes
sidearm." •
But not when things are
going well and you're in first
place.
The Braves had taken a 3-1
lead in the seventh on a double
by Solomon, a throwing error
by Expos starter Bill Lee and
a run-scoring single by Bob
Horner, _
Lee was lifted for a pinch-
hitter in the seventh- inning
and reliever Elias Sosa, 3-3,
held the Braves hitless over
the final two. innings.
---- -
Cubs 8, Giants 6
Mick Kelleher's two-run
single with two out in the ninth
inning produced the winning
runs for the Cubs: The hit
followed a wild pitch by Giants
reliever Gary Lavelle that
allowed Jerry Martin and
Bobby Murcer to advance into
scoring position.
The Giants' Willie McCovey
hit the 513th home run of his
major league career in the
third inning. That homer gave
McCovey ninth place on
baseball's all-time home run
list, pulling him out of a tie
with Ernie Banks and Eddie
Matthews.
Padres 2, Pirates 1
Tim Foli booted Ozzie
Smith's grounder with two out
in the 14th, paving the way for
the Padres to score their
winning run against Pitt-
aburgh._. After Dave_ Winfield _
walked, pinch hitter Barry
Evans singled on a 3-2 pitch to
drive in Smith..
Winfield had singled home a
run in the sixth inning: his 55th




Says He Is Best
By the Associated Press
SAN DIEGO - If ballot-
stuffing costs Dave Winfield a
starting spot in the All-Star
game, Dave Parker votes for
revamping the selection
method.-
- Despite leading Parker, the
National League leader -in
runs batted in and hits, San
-Diego's 6-foot-6 right fielder
!rap fourth to
fifth in balloting'.
Winfield doesn't accept it.
And neither does Parker.
It shouldn't be a popularity
contest." said Winfield, whose
statistics include a .352 batting
average, 54 RBI and 15 home
runs.
But, in Thursday's latest
All-Star returns, he dropped
from fourth to fifth, behind
Philadelphia's Greg Luzinski,
Parker, Cincinnati's George
Foster . and Philadelphia's
Winfield believes his
statistics indicate he should be
one of the three starting
outfielders.
Parker, the NL's Most
Valuable Player of 1978,
agrees.
"The guy has a legimate
shot at the Triple Crown,"
said Parker, "yet he's only
fourth or fifth in theballoting.
That's not right.
"I don't say we should take
it away from the fans. I think
that would be a misjustice -
but the players should have
more say," said Parker, in
San Diego for a series with the
d .
Winfield and Foster "are
the hardest-hitting right-
handed hitters in the league,"
said Parker. "If I were
starting a team. I'd build it
around him."
He objects to the present
system because it allows
ballot stuffing and dominance
- by the -major metropolitan
cities.
-Last week Philadelphia
players were leading at seven
positions," said Parker. Two
of their-guys - Larry Bowa
and Manny Trillo - have been
on the disabled list and
Luzinski is having an off-
year."
Another example, he said, is
Cincinnati's Johnny Bench.
"He's had back problems and
doesn't play that much. It's
unfair to Bob Boone and Ted
Simmons, who are having
great years." .
"We've got to devise a fairer
system. I don't think the seven
best players in the National
League are in Philadelphia,la
he said, adding that players
and writers should have-a-role
in the selection format.
"It is baseball's biggest
showcase," Winfield said.
• 'The players.take it seriously
and there is a lot of prestige
involved.
"I can understand if a Lou
Brock or Hank Aaron or Willie
Mays were named and were
not at the top of their games. If
a great player like that is
bowing out, I'd vote for them
too.
"But the All-Star game is--
supposed to based on your
statistics for the current
season:-I---think-msL statistics
are good enough that I should
be a starter."
Four-Time Gold Medal
Winner Is Trying Again
By. the Associated Press
WAI.Nt'T. Calif. - Al
Oerte - omenon.
At ak age when most
track and field athletes are
sitting back and watching
competitors half their age, the
powerful Oerter is still going
strong.
Tonight. Oerter begins his
quest for a seventh national
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AAU discus title, his first
since 1966.
He and such standouts as
1976 Olympic champioh Mac
Wilkins, Olympic bronze
metalist John Powell, and
two-time AAU runnerup Ken
Stade) will participate in the
AAU discus trials, a prelude to
Saturday night's final. It is
one of 41 titles to be decided in
the three-da.y championships
at Mount San Antonio College.
"Friends told me to retire at
the top," said Oerter, the
Olympic champion in 1956,
1960 196,1 and 196k  "They 
said I had a reputation and
shouldn't tarnish it. But I
enjoy the competition."
Oerter did retire at the top.
. He quit throwing the discus
in 1969 in order to spend more
time with his two daughters,
.to help them mature. This fall.
both daughters will be in
college, and Oerter, who
returned to discus throwing in
1977, will begin a vigorous
program that he hopes will
cakninate _ _ an un-
preeedetitetififth gold metal
• in the 1980 Summer Games in
Moscow.
He is an phenomenal
physical specimen," Wilkins
said of the 6-foot-4, 270-pound
-Oerter, whom he had-scoffed
at two years ago when his top
American adversary 17gan
his comeback.
By the Associated Press
TOLEDO, Ohio - They're
calling the 79th United States
Open Championship the Year
of the Tree. And it's an
apropos title.
A 25-foot spruce was
awaiting Lon Hinkle and his
Short Cut Gang today beside
the eighth tee at Inverness
Club.
Embarrassed officials of the
governing U.S. Golf
Association hope the tree, put
in place Thursday night, Will
eliminate playing down the
adjoining 17th fairway to
negotiate an easy par - or
even birdie - at the 528-yard,
par-5 dogleg hole:
"I was real tempted- not to
tell anybody about it. Wehit to
the same landing area that
people front 17 do," said
Hinkle, who hit a 1-iron to the
fairway, a 2-iron to the eighth
green and 2-putted from 70
feet for his lair&
The strategy helped him to a
1-under-par 70, goat) for a
share of the first-round lead
a ith 1975 Open champion Lou
(,raham, Tom Purtzer, Andy
Kean andKeith Fergus.
At least six players - Jerry
Heard, Dave Eichelberger,
John' Schroeder, Chi Chi
Rodriguez, Jim Simons and
Hinkle - played the eighth
hole via the shortcut, which
cut about 50 yards from the
length of the hole. Heard and
Schroeder also birdied it. The
others parred it.
The tree incident nearly
overshadowed one of the great
Open comebacks by Tom
Purtzer.
Purtzer, 27, whose only
victory came in the 1977 Los
Angeles Open, was 5 over par
after five holes Thursday. He
wet-irdaible bogey, then triple
bogey.
He had hit shots bare-footed
from a creek, left-handed
from under a bush and from
atop a pine cone. He took a fat
39an the front side.
And this was the ivorld's-
ffiost prestigious. golf tour-
!salient, the second of four.
major championships this
year for the men.
Then, in a startling tur-
naround he couldn't explain
himself, Purtzer lashed bat
at proud, old Inverness, the
site of its fourth Open in 59
years.
Purtzer birdied four
straight holes, five of the last
six for a 31 on the backside and
a share of the lead.
Despite the playing con-
ditions in sunny mid-80 degree
weather, it was one of the
most inauspicious first rounds
for an Open. Not since 1974
had no players been in the 60s.
Inverness was particularly
harsh on some of the sport's
glamour names. Johnny
Miller, who holds the single
round Open record of 63, went
for 73. Three-time Open
titleholder Jack Nicklaus
struggled to 74 as did two
more Open kings, Hubert
Green and Hale Irwin.
ToWn Tirs-4-yebrg•
leading money winner and the
pretournament favorite,
explained his 75: "My driving
was the worst part. My irons
weren't that good either. I just
couldn't get the feel of it
-1r---koday • "
Arnold Palmer had 76. Lee
Trevino, a two-time winner in
this tournament; Masters
victor Fuzzy Zoeller, and PGA
National champion John
Mahaffey matched 77s.
Portions of this $350,000
major championship, With a
first prize of $50,000, will be
carried Saturday and Sunday
by ABC-TV i2:30 to 6:30 p.m
EDT).
Little Grabs LPGA Advantage
By the Associated Press
ROCHESTER, N.Y. - With
a little "help from a friend,
Sally Little has her act
together in the $100,000 Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tour stop at Locust Hills
Country Club_ .
What she called -a few
changes," ' orchestrated by.
fellow South African tran-
splant Judy Angel, helped
Little to a 69 on the 6,206-yard,
par-73 course Thursday and
an opening-day tie for the lead
with Jane Blalock. --
"I'm not going to be over-
confident," said tittle-, whose
last tour victory was in March
and who finished 54th in one
tournament last month.
"They were changes too
specific to define, mostly in
the way I've been hitting the
ball. I've been in a slump for
about two months now. ...But I
feel like I'm going to be a
better golfer as a result."
Last week, after two weeks
of tutoring by Angel,- the 27-
yearold Little finished fourth
in the LPGA championsship.
Little eagled the p'ar.5 17th
and had four birdies and two
bogeys on the day..
GULF HAS LOW TIRE
KES EVERY DAY!
If you've been limping along on
wornout tires simWtietause you v
, waiting for a sale. here's some really good
newsiAt your participating neighborhood
Gulf dealer, you'll find low tire
prices every day! (365 days a yea' 1 Yes.
A dependable. popular-priced,
tire. Four ply polyester cord
boby
WHITEWALLS $300 MORE MR TIRE
SIZE: A78-13 FE T. $1.62
A lower cOS1 racial tire alter-
native Two wide steel belts




/ow prices on quality tires
that are-cortstfueted-fer-the-long-haut.
When you shop participating Gulf dealers
you can be confident you're getting a
good deal on a great tire. Just check these
























































































Good mileage at a medtum
price Two fiberglass belts
over two bias polyester
cord body plies
9
SIZE B78- 1 3 F E.T. 51.86
Our best mileage getter
Two wide steel belts over








C 78- 14 2.01 3t96.
F78-14 2.21 40 95
778-14 2.34 4-395























ia $i .is 149.95.81176.13,115a
DATIL 14 2.27 61.96
11471- '4 •R,R 14 2.31 83.96
IRTR 14 '7841 '4 2.55 85.96
014 7', 14 /GSA '4 3.95 73.96
1-P 114. 14 2 151-4 14 , 2.95 711.96
7,147', 15.65R 15 213 74.96
1.4187f1 15-?-750-1.5•• -, __ 2.95 18.96'
J1476 '512514 '5 3 14 91.96
078'15 239 15 3.30 11.3.95
WAIT FORA
TIRE SALE?
See these Gulf Dealers for their Everyday Low Prices
University Gulf
"LD" Workman
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Pair Preceded Utah Babies
1956 Siamese Twins Tell Story
By DENNIS MONTGOMERY
Associated Press Writer
BUTLER, Tenn. iAPi —
Settling in the steel glider on
the shady porch of her home in
the hollow, Mrs. Virginia
Maude Bunton thought of the
woman far away in Utah
whose twin daughters joined
at the head were recently
separated by surgeons.
She knows the agony of the
mother.
•'I think of her often," Mrs.
Bunton said. You are all the
time worried. I guess as long
as they live there - will be
worries."
Mrs. Bunton toys with the
idea of telephoning Salt Lake
City, if only to offer Patricia
Hansen some understanding.
Her own daughters were
born joined at the head 23
years ago.
It was on Aug. 9, 1956, that
Mrs. Bunton, her father and a
neighbor lady .climbed into a
Plymouth at 3 a.m. and
twisted through the hills to the
Elizabethton hospital 30 miles
away.
She was 21 years old and
three months a widow. It was
her third delivery and it
nearly killed her. A day later
her tired father, a missionary
Baptist preacher named John
McCloud, reappeared with the
news that she'd had given
birth to Siamese twins, joined
above the right foreheads.
Together they weighed but 7
. pounds and 3 ounces.
Doctors expected neither
tiny Teresa. Kay nor Virginia
Kate to live.`'
They did ind last week the
two girls were reunited after a
year of being miles apart.
Teresa had married, and
moved to Indiana and Virgin4.
as she'ls_ called — 
had stayed at home on the
fan,LLll tobacco farm in the 
Iron Mountains.
On this day, Mrs. Bunton
remembered.
"I just wanted to die," she
said, "because I didn't know
what to do, you -know. I look
back and I don't know how I
did it.
Ginny's fingers absently
drum on the piece of per-
forated plastic that guards the
gap in her skull and protects
her brain. She'll wear it taped
beneath her dark brown hair
for the rest of her life. Teresa
has one as well.
A shy, reticent girl who
fared not so welljis her sister
in the 'separation, Ginfiy‘
squints her hazel eyes and
struggles to remember when
it was she understood that
__Otbtr, children were different.
"Our mother told us about it
and then she showed us, you
know, in the newspapers," she
Said.
Teresa- says, "It was when I
was about 10 or II years old,
probably, when I realized
what it was all about. It really
felt good to be one of them, a
Siamese twin, and that we
lived and lived to be separated
and we lived afterwards, too,
because we are the only two
known except for these other
ones."
Her mindwas on l&-month-
old Lisa and Elisa Hansen
struggling for survival as she
and Ginny had.
The excitement the births
caused around Butler did not
extend beyond the mountains.
A four-paragraph Associated
Press dispatch was the only
notice of them printed in
Nashville's morning -
newspa per.
But word reached the late
U.S. Rep. B. Carroll Reece
from the Bunton 's upper East
Tennessee &drift. On—Oct. 3,.
Reece flew Mrs. Bunton and
1,—
the infants to the National
Institute of Neurological
Diseases and Blindness, a
clinical center at the National
'Institutes of Health at
Bethesda, Md.
Dr. Maitland Baldwin took
charge of the case and the
government stood the ex-
pense. The girls' father,
Raymond, was a 39-year-old
disabled veteran when he died
of a heart attack and his
children were entitled to
medical benefits.
The tissue linking Ginny and
Teresa was less than 3 inches
by 4 inches. But there was an•
uiftside ci tahte —the- • brains
were bridged and the
operation would be but the
third of its kind. '
On Dec_ 11, in a seven-hour
surgery, the girls were parted.
They were four months and
two days old.
For the first time, the babies
slept in separate cribs. Soon
each rested with a large-doll
so they wouldn't miss one
another.
Though a University of
Illinois specialist, Dr. Anthony
N. SilVetti, suCcesfutly grafted
sections of embryonic calfskin
across the open skulls, the
girls lost copious amounts of
fluid from their brains.
Forty-two days later, Ginny
developed Friedlander's
bascillus meningitis.- - -
Ginny clung to life but
developed epileptic seizures
and still takes phenobarbital
each day to stave them off.
The girls were 14 months old
before they returned to
-Bunton Hollow.
But with the supplementary
surgeries and check-ups, the
NIH hospital became their
second home throughout their
childhood.
Bald wit and the—
twins loot interest in bone
grafts or other attempts to
make them whole.
Once they tried to implant a
steel plate in Teresa's skull,
but it wasn't successful.
"The place, it's really soft,"
she said. "When the plastic--
headpiece is off — you can
take it off and see the heart
beat."
Until they were 13, the twins
wore padded bonnets for
protection. They attended
public school their first year,
but from then on, through high
school, they were tutored at
home.
The girls had photos made
for the high schtia annuatand
attended Johnsoon County
High in Mountain City for the
first time on May 31, 1976 —
graduation day.
A year earlier, Rick Ward-
had tome down from Indiana
to visa his grandparents. In
December he married Teresa
and they moved to Granger,
Ind., a suburb of South Bend.
Ginny stayed in the hollow
and sometimes she sounds
lonely. Girlfriends? "I've not
got none," she said. "No, I've
Tiorgot-tiobtiyfriend right now
either. I did have one."
"I cook and do the house
work and mow the yard and I
watch TV and listen to
records."
Ginty reads each night from
her Bible, a leatherbound
volume where she keeps a
newspaper photo of Ginty and
Teresa connected. She goes to
church three times a week.
And she writes to her sister
often.
Ginny and Teresa saw each
other for the first time in
nearly.,a year on June 5 when
The Associated Press reunited
them in Granger for.
photographs.
always just thought--of-
myself as normal," Teresa
Parkey Ford Inc.
sci.d. -.I'm proud to be one of
the Siamese twins, just really
proud to be one."
"WhymSometime7e,s Ginty wonders.
Teresa wants to have
children of her own.
"I've always dreamed of
having twins, a little boy and a
little girl," she said.
That brought the Hansen;
twins back to mind.
"Whenever I find out there
is an article about it, we'll go
out and get it because I'm
fascinated about the way
things are going with them
and, like I said, I hope they
have a really happy life and
get along okay, well as we
have."
"I hope their life," Ginty






AP) — The Kentucky Crime
Commission has said funding
for an emergency com-
munications network in
Warren County has received
initial approval.
Final approval of the $44,000
grant is expected at the
commission's next meeting.
The system would tie in police
and fire services in Bowling
Green with the Warren County
sheriff's office and volunteer
fire .departments.
The city of Bowling _c_reen
Will contribute $33,000 for the
network, which is expected to
be operational in 18 months.
It Is estimated that a
racehorSC loses between 10
and 15 pounds in a race,
depending= _the_  tern.
pe ra t u re .
Iry
.rfe
Regular '6.98 Value Pak
• 9 Pieces of Chicken
• 1 Large Mashed Potatoes
• 1 Large Coleslaw
• 1 Small Gravy
• 6 Rolls
Whether it's a picnic, a ballgame or just
'a relaxingdaKenjoy it more with
Kentucky Fried -Chicken. You'll feel
..99od when you know ypu'll be eating
well. Kentucky Fried ChicRen
chicken, cooked with the Colonel's
secret recipe of eleven herbs and
spices. That's why "it's finger-lickin'










That's all it costs extra In gas for
a roomy LTD corn ared to many
u
Amazing but true! Based on driving 12,000 miles a year, you can en joy LTD's full-size
comfort, ride and security for a difference of only about 60° a day.* That's a small 
price
to pay for your fam i Iy's comfort — whether you're car-pooling around town, o
r
on a family vacation. Get yourself a Ford LTD today. You' get
the room you need. And economy you can live with!
• Bo sed on unle04 fed (jos (08014,1bn LTD S EPA r o)of)(.1e.E.StIMO
te s /6 TT-Tp9
Compare this e sfirnate to the estimated mpg or other cars You may get clirent







chitects, engineers and other
building professionals. -
The code Was adopted
Tuesday bby the Kentucky
Board of Housing, Buildings
and Construction, ending a
year of discussions and
hearings. - -
"It is a code that we all can
be proud Of," said Carl
Smoak, board chairman and
acting commissioner of the
state department involved.
The foundation of the new
regulations is the bbasic code
of the Building Officials and
Code Administrators Inter-
national Inc. of Homewood,
•
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Hank Lindsey feels he is in a
good position to see the sides
of both private industry and
state government in his job as
Kentucky's first com-
missioner of tourism.
Lindsey, 36, will take over
as commissioner of the new
Department of Tourism when
it comes into existence July 1.
Lindsey said in an interview
Thursday that his experience
has . given him a view of the
problems of both the private
tourist industry and state
government.
"I am familiar with the
problems of the private in-
dustry and can appreciate
them better by having been in
state government—Lindsey
said.
Lindsey, a - former
Hopkinsville radio newsman,
recently returned to his job as
an executive assistant in the
state Commerce Department
after working in the un-
ccessful campaign of Terry
McBrayer for the Democratic
nomination for governor.
Lindsey had erved as an
assistant to McBr r while
McBrayer was comInere
commissioner from January,
1977, until August, 1978
Before joining . state
government as a deputy press
secretary to Carroll in
January, 1975. Lindsey served
for three and one-half years as
executive director of Ken-
tucky's Western Waterland.
Western Waterland is a
. multi-county tourism
promotion association coin-
prised of private tourist
facilities around Lake Barkley
and Kentucky Lake in west
'Kentucky.
Lindsey acknowledged in an
interview that some critics
may call his appointment a
political payoff, since Gov.
Julian Carroll backed
McBrayer in the primary.
"But I don't feel it was
because of my background,"
-Lindsey said. "I have ex-
perience in the. two things the
department will be doing,
tourist promotion • and
development."
Lindsey said he will initially
be involved with the
mechanics of getting the new
department, created by the
1978 General Assembly,
operating._
However, he said he will
stress a partnership between '
private industry and state
government and the treating
Building Code Must Be
Familiar To Kentuckians
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Within three-years, all Ken-
tuckians who must deal with
of tourism development as an
industry.
"We have to treat tourism
like an industry," Lindse
said. "A lot of people•in thc
industry don't even treat it
like an industry."
Lindsey said he was also
interested in the development
of better statistical in-
formation to use to attract
tourists,
"The tourism industry has
never really had any in-
formation to go out and attract
tourists," he said. The in-
formation just doesn't exist."
The new department will
have four, divisions, two of
'which will deal with research
and development. The other
two divisions will deal with
tourism promotion, media





_PANAMA CANAL SUBCOMMITTEE WRINGS — U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Chair-man of the Panama Canal Subcommittee of the House Merchant Marine and FisheriesCommittee, question t a State Department witness regarding alleged Panamanian in-solsement in gun smuggling to the Sandanista terrorists in Nicaragua. Testimony washeard by the Subcommittee irrwlicatingsPanamanian Gen. Omar Torriios in the gunsales. Following two postponements, the House of Representatives will soon considerfor final passage implementing legislation for the Panama Canal Treaties approved lastyear by the Senate. - • sir
Council Recommends Fee Lowering
FRANKFORT — The
Kentucky Medical Assistance
adviSory council voted today
to recommend to the
Department . for Human
Resources a lowering-in the
maximum fee dentists may
charge for, prescribing and
fitting dentures .for Medicaid
patients.






• Dr. Paul Brooks Jr. said athe state s first standard survey of dentists par-building code are expected to Northern Kentucky in May ticipating in Medicaid in-become familiarized with the 1977, dicated 312 dentists when someone tookprocedure. Implementation of the code throughout the state would Caterpillar front-end loaderTraining will be :rovided to - for all large buildings across agree to a ceiling of $250 for worth $100,000 from an R.Ftnlding code- ---the state- -anti- fee—Jelfecsan-- fitting fait dentures.
They stemmed from the
Beverly Hills Supper Club fire,
which. killed 165 persons in
County and counties with
second' class cities will begin
at the end of this year.
Implementation in counties
with smaller cities will start in
the next two to three years. .
James Smith, a state
housing and building attorney,
said the Kentucky code has
modifications added by the
board to meet this state's
specific needs.
It also includes codes on
energy conservation, basic
mechanical standads,
pluming, boiler rules and
regulations and the national
electric code, Smith said.
that $70.000 remained in the reimbursements amounting to
current allocation. although irtually all of the $300,000.
Medicaid had authorized Brooks said the  balance
apparently resulted because
Construction Crews dentists decided for some
. reason not to fit the dentures
In Lexington
Plagued By Thefts
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
Construction crews in Fayetti
County have been plagued
the last week by thefts of tool
a-ntl- machinery, according t
pollee reports.
The latest alleged thef
oi:curred early ih'ednesda
Currently, dentists are structien site.
'reimbursed to a maximum
ranging from $325 to $375,
based on the usual fee charged
by dentists in a particular
area in the state.
Brooks said the sub-
committee sought the
lowering ceiling in order to
serve more Medicaid patients
with a special $600,000
allocation from the state
legislature. The grant
amounts to $300,000 a year for
the fiscal year ending June 30
and the same amount for 1979-
•
Brooks also told the council
The company reported tf ,
police that the loader had heel
towect-awaY from an Inter-
state 64-75 construction siti
north of the city, apparentl
on a lowboy-trailer.
Earlier this week, R.D
Fitzpatrick Co. reported thC
theft of an air compressooi
worth $750 from a constructiot
trailer.
Two companies last
weekend each reported the
theft of a construction "ram.
which is used to break up rock
_ and concrete. Each ram was
worth about $5,000. .
Wondering
What To Get Dad






IsAtierray Ledger & Times
753-1 91 6
A Card Will Be
- Sent
Must Be Paid In Advance
after seeking authorization or
patients did not return to
dentists after asking for
dentures.
In another matter, Medicaid
director- Jim. Rogers -told the
council that podiatrista would




physicians coulli be paid back




































































20 Transfix 3? Guido 's
22 Prior notice high note
25 River island 39 Ethiopian
27 Asian ox title
29 Swiss river - _48 Pronoun
30 Pheasant .. -43 Provident
brood '-\ 46 Number
32 "— Stop" '48 Greek
34 Eocoun- 4etter
tered 50 Shouts
38 Moccasin 52 Girl's name







































17" & 19" Portables Os well as 25" Consoles
The GRANADOS • K25211
medderranean Styled Console
Wood-grained finish applied to
durable wood products on top and
ends Front and base of sirrAtlatod
wood Dark Oak ciaiCa (K2S2EDE)




wood venene; on top and
ends Front and base of
simulated wood Antique
Oa* color finish Casters





The IVES • K7S441111
arty American Styled
Con,ole Maple wood_
grained itefl applred to
genuirie Maple 00a '.kneeo -
On top and end, Gallery 01
select hardwood solid, Front
and base_ cf.t Simulated
wood Caster,
The MOZMIT • 1(2922E
Tin ..tionat Styled Conuole
,-Antioun Oak WM:0 -cpamed
1,ni,,h applied to durable wood
product, on top and ends
con, and base 01 simulated
wood Caster,.
Televisions are not a sideline for us. . . We devote our full time








South of Murray on
iId Murray-Paris Read.
For Transportation
on one of our buses
phone 492-8206
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NATIONAL CONTEST WINNERS — Four students in a home economics class at
Murray State University have won prizes of china and crystal in the 25th annual Lenox
Creative Table Setting Contest. Shown with Mary Conover (right), assistant professor
of home economics and an instructor for Home Economics 221, Design In Home
Economics, are: (from left) Susan Rupp of Evansville and Rhonda Burkeen of Murray
Route 4, two of 150 fifth-place winners; and Katrine Trader of Henderson, one of 25
fourth-place winners. All are juniors. Another fifth-place winner, Nan Jones, a Frankfort
'freshman, was no( present for the picture. Miss Trader won a five-piece place setting
of china and a three-piece place setting of crystal. The fifth-place winners won a
teacup and saucer. Ms. Conover won a special award for having more than one winner
_barn her dassin the contest

































639 S 4th St
Phone 753-9868
approved 32 new and seven
amended contracts.
A $150,000 contract,
requested by the Department
of Finance, was deferred until
the next meeting in July.
The contract calls for
$12,000 to be paid to Leisure &
Recreation Concept Inc. of
Dallas for a market survey on
the feasibility of a "theme
park," similar to King's
Island or Six Flags Over
Georgia, to be located at the
Kentucky Fair & Exposition
Center in Louisville.
An additional $138,000 is
-included in the contract for 
site preparation preceding
construction. The main ob-
jection of the committee
centered othe fact that since
the $150,000, which comes
from fair board bond issues,
would be paid in a lump sum,
the Dallas firm would be more
inclined to turn in a favorable
market survey.
The subcommittee passed
the motion of deferral to
amend the contract to $12,000
so the remaining $138,000
would not be contracted until
the results of the survey are
known.
Three large contacts
totaling more than $4.73
million, requested- by the
Department of TranWttittoti-
for road construction, were
also approved by the sub-
committee.
A state civil engineer for the
department requested a 10
percent leeway clause be.
added to the contracts in case
extra work is required. This
would raise the maximum
expenditure allowed by the
contracts to more than $5.2
million.
The request was denied by
Rep. Bob Jones (D-
Crestwood) who, as chairman
of the subcommittee, ruled
present contract would be Legislation Becomes Lawthat only what was on the
voted upon.
Jones alst) reported that in
the nine months the sub-
committee has" been in
existence, the • number of
contracts had increased from
650 to 772.
He added the effectiveness
of the committee could be seen
in the fact that despite the rise
in numbers of contracts, a
total of $880,942, not counting
restricted-travel expenses,
had been saved in that time.
•
The subcommittee alSo
reported that the number of
contracts issued in. the fiscal
—year ending March 31 now
totals more than $31 million
for 723 contracts.
Under old business, Rep.
Bruce Blythe ( R-Louisville
brought up for discussion the
continuing library cataloiue
contract problem. The con-
tract involves conversion of
state "hard copy" card
catalogues to magnetic tapes
and would lead to the for-
mation of a statewide com-
puter link-up for library
reference.
State librarian Barbara




Blythe said, "Tbe way it (the
library contract) is being
handled simply boggles the
imagination. I just think the
committee should learn more
about the payments and
conflicting information. There
are just too many unanswered
questions.
Chairman Jones set the next
meeting for July 10 at 9:30
•a. m.
New Freedom Has Psychic Costs
Today's Young Woman Redefines Term
EDITOR'S NOTE — She's
better educated — college or a
smattering of it — healthier,
able to have a healthy child
later in life than her
forebears, able to decide when
or if she'll have that child. Hew
ambitions outside the home,
lately being realized, are
formidable. But greatly
enhanced freedom of choice
has its psychic costs. This is
the second of two articles on
the changed and changing




woman, in her 20s and 30s, her
child-bearing years, is
redefining just what it means
to be a woman.
She is, of course, the best
educated, the healthiest, the
most socially powerful female
in American history. Thirty-
three million strong, she is
also the most active lobby of
America's largest majority —
point of not marrying at all.
There is another statistic in
her life:
A young woman in her 20s,
marrying today, has a 40
percent chance of divorcing or
being divorced.
All of which diminishes the
urgency of marriage.
These young women,
themselves the children of the




produced the lowest fertility
rate in that history — only 1.8
births per woman, less even
than the 2.2 children produced
by her Depression-fatigued
grandmother.
Aided and abetted by the
Equal Employment' Oppor-
tunity law, she is a sought-
after member of the labor
force, and she is advanced in
positions of responsibility
much faster than her grand-
mother could dream of.
With 97.5 million workers,
women. •-• -women constitute -41 pettent
More than any of her of the labor force, and 61
predecessors, she is free to percent of those are women in
choose the goals of her life — their child-bearing years.
n.arriage, children, career — More than half of the women
and the timing, the depth of with young children work.
fidelity to each. - —All of these forces conspire
But all of that freedom — to change the lighting on
and some consider it less womanhood, the concept of
freedom than mandate — what a woman is — in male
costs in deep and personal and female eyes.
ways. No one woman can "Any period of rapid social
speak for all women, but change results inconsiderable
through a series of interviews confusion and distress on the
with experts and young part of people who are used to
women at this stage in life, having rules set out for them,"
strong themes emerge. And says Dr. Marjorie Hershey of
with the average educational Indiana University, who in-
level reaching into the college s,tructi women on new female
years, the freedom to choose roles.
tends to minimize the dif- "It's very scary. Yet I also
ferences in social and
economic levels.
A special demographic
study of three generations of
American women -- com-
missioned by The Associated
Press — charts just how much
things have changed from
grandmother's day to this
demanding new world today's
young woman has inherited.
Most things are "up" in her
life. She has something better
than a high school education,
an advance of more than four
years since her grand-
mother's day.
At birth, she could expect to
live 77 years, 15 more than
grandmother.
If she becomes pregnant,
she has only a one in 7,000
chance of dying in childbirth:
her grandmother had one
chance in 205. Her newborn
has only one chance in 70 of
dying at birth, compared to
one in 20 in grandmother's
time.
These are not random
statistics. They reflect and
influence the way she lives,
the way she decides who and
what she will be.
She is ,marrying later,
postponing babies, sometimes
postponing marriage to the
appreciate the -feelings ofl
many older women caught in,
between..."
Today's women face a far
different world than did the--
young women of only 20 years
ago, says Dr. Matina Horner,
president of Radcliffe College.
"With that comes con-
siderably more stress and
conflict ... You find many
more young women today
knowing they must have a
career, and searching for
something that would be
satidying and fulfilling."
That means more than just
a job as a way-station on the
road to marriage. In some
cases it means a job ihat
carries the same emotional
weight as marriage.
"The young women today
that I talk with want it all,"
says Dr. Margaret- Huyek, a
psychologist studying women
at Illinois Institute of
Technology.
"They do not want so much
to renounce what their
mothers did. They want to add
what their fathers did. They
really have the sense that they
don't have to choose between
the two. Somehow they can do
everything, and do it all
between the ages of 20 and
Free For The Asking !
write •
*RillLE CORRESPONDENCE-NURSE








Gospel Broadcast: Sunday 8:30 A.M.
WNBS RADIO ( 1340
, Searching the Scriptures. Sunday 12:30 P.M.
WBBJ-TV. Ch. 7
"A Warm and Friendly Welcome Awaits You".
Cities Must Have Budget If
FRANKFORT — Cities will
be required to have a budget,
a system of accounts and an
annual audit if legislation
approved today by the
municipal issues task force
becomes law.
A copy of city audits will be
filed with the Department for
Local Government "for in-




were not placed in the bill.
However, guidelines including
model systems will be
provided by the Department
Subcommittee Gives
Services Suggestions









a directive to the state
Education Department to
provide services in areas
without learning disability




The subcommittee will meet
again ngxt week to review the
reommendiations before
presenting them to .the full
interim Joint Committee on
Education,
for Local Government, the
proposed legislation states.
A bill defining types of city
government, previously ap-
proved by the task group, was
amended to reinstate
provisions for a city manager
form of government. This does
not constitute any major
change in current law
regarding this type of city
operation.
A proposal that dealt with
civil service and contained
recommendations of a sub-
committee also received
approval.
The civil service proposal




cities. If adopted, it spells out
provisions.
Police and fire departments
are covered in a separate
proposal.
Alr
By a 9-6 vote the committee
agreed to retain a portion of
the bill that prohibits a civil
'service employee from run-
ning for an office in the city in
which he or she is employed.
The vote came on an amend-
ment that would have
required cities to provide a
leave of absence for a can-
didate.
Stipulations that would have
set 24-how-on and 48-hour-off
hours for paid firemen
resulted in the postponing of
this proposed measure. The
group will be given written
information on current
scheduling practices for
firemen before the measure is
considered again. -
Other issues to be addressed
in covcluding the work of the
municipal issues task group
are bonding of city employees







As your Hostess, it's my job to help you make the
most of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you timaani MOM,.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call..
Inge King 
4924348 Ma11 Plks•cf"71-'r UgfrnylHarnilton 753-5570
But can they'
Today's young women are
aided and abetted by
relatively new biological
technology. They are no
longer a prisoner of their
ability to reproduce. That, too,
makes them more equal with
men.
"Contraceptive methods
within the last 60 years are
quite as significant as
anything that has happened in
the' Industrial Revolution,"
says Gail Putney Fullerton,
president of California's San
Jose State University. "It
means that child-bearing can
now be truly a matter of




mother adapted to not having
that choice. Today's young
women are adaptg to having
It. •
Deborah Smith is 26, a




weekly between her job in
Jefferson City and their home,
a distance of 150 miles. She
spends five days at work,
weekends at home.
"You've got me at the
essence of my struggle at the
moment. I have identified too
closely with my work, and in
some ways I've over-reacted.
But it's too important for me
to give up.
"I had this image when I
was in college in California of
being a sophisticated working
woman with a fabulous
apartment and 14 men around
all the time."
But at age 25, she met her
'husband to be. "I had reached
a point where I was getting
satisfaction from my work,
moving toward my goals, but
was tired of not particularly
sistisfying affairs.
Emotionally, I was ready for
marriage."
But still she had doubts. He
reassured her. She is still
uncertain. "Women like me
are caught in the bind of being
superwoman. We want to 'be
dedicated and serious about
our work, and yet we want the
intimacy which is such a
profound part of life."
The-idea of family is still
alive and well in the minds of
today's women, in one form or
another. Dr. Horner wonders,
considering the rising divorce
rate and longer life, if "serial
families" might be the future.
Dr. Fullerton also sees
stability in this unstable social
milieu. "They may reinvent
the forms and context of
marriage, but the conjugal
relationship is pretty much a
solid one. People keep trying
to get it into some other form,
but the need for a kind of in-
timacy in a relationship that
has some kind of continuity is
still there."
t- Many of today's women
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscrthers who hare not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday or * 3:30 p.m. on
Saturdays aro urged to call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
, giarkprin., Monday, • friday, or
3:30 Oilli,,and 4 p.m. Satur-
days, to into* delivery of the
newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or
4 p.m Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
women that they have learned
a lot from their daughters.
They say, 'I've learned to
stand up for my rights, for
interests of my own. My
daughter has shown me that I









Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida . . .
Crice -to Daytona's Castaway,
the 6tale's most complete play-
ground for singles and families
alike. CAeck these features . .
E 650 ft on Beach & Ocean
.17 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
E Night Club, Dancing &
Entertainment
D 2 Pools. Kiddie Pool &
Playground
CI Volleyball & Shuffleboard
CI Basketball, Game Room
ID Sauna, Exercise Rooms
(=} Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
D Color TV & Refrigerator
o Tennis & Golf Privileges
El 65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
Service available
E Free chaise lounges
Ample self parking
Come play in our playground,
it's Daytona's most complete
.year 'round fun resort!
Daytona's
a"..t..aIMaEACH BMOTEL
2075 S Atlantic Ave..
P.O. ' I .Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla_ 32016 I
Ph. (904) 255-6461
1, Please send new color,
1 brochure & rate sheet
I Name
Streetc
quarrel with the Freudian
image of sex, which, they say,
casts men in aggressive roles
and women in submissive
ones. In fact, in some tests,










can't men be as readily
sympathetic and com-
passionate and women as
readily aggressive and self-
reliant? .- --
"I think itis interesting that
more women are taking on
previously masculine roles
than men are taking on
previously feminine roles,"
she says. "That suggests that
those feminine traits that
people thought so terrific are
not so valued when people
have a free choice."
Dr. Fullerton notes that the
fastest-growing group of
enrollees atSan Jose State are
women over 25. While
economic pressures are an
obvious factor, by and large
most women enter the job
market now for the greater
satisfaction they can get than
as full-time homemakers, Dr.
Fullerton says.
Just how this generation will
mold the future, of this society,
no one can say for sure at this
point. Certainly things are in
transition, and in all the stress
of the moment there is con-
siderable conflict between the
sexes.
Says Dr. Huyek: "There is a
kind of rage, a kind of com-
pensation because women
have been so long devalued. I
hope it is just a transition. We
either do it all together, or we
don't do it at all."
There are signs that at-
titudes are changing even as
far back as high school. A
nationwide study by the
Survey Research Center at the
University of Michigan found
that high school seniors felt
that when there were no pre-
school children, the wife
should work. They also said_,
that when both parents-
worked, they should share
housework and child care.
In this and other respects,
society is beginning to
readjust for the new role for
women. Great-grandmother
might have been shocked. Not
so the nearer generations of
women.
Says Dr. Huyek: "We hear
from a lot of middle-aged
State 1
- P
LA hour trip on beautiful Ky. Lake Memorial Day through labor Day
Daily Schedule 11 a.m., 2:00 p.m.-7:15 p.m Sunday Schedule 7.00 pm
3:30 p.m., 715 p.m. After Labor Day 2:00 p.m. Daily
KENLAKE STATE PARKS NEWEST ATTRACTION!
SHOWROOM & PARKING LOT
SALE
SAVINGS FROM 20% TO 710%
OFF MANUFACTURES SUGGESTED RETAIL
2 DAYS ONLY
Friday June 15th & Saturday June 16th
Mayfield Location Only
U.S. 45 NORTH.. ACROSS
FROM MAYFIELD GENERAL
TIRE PLANT- 247-7710
OPEN MONDAY THRU THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY, 8 AM 5 PM
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HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS-AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
12th & Main - Murray, Ky
Attend The Church Of Your Choke
EYk olunanh
Bibles 8. Church Supplies
Reference 8. Inspirational Books









.:Camplada Aatestatic Tramaisissia• Service'
• Coampiete Tiana-op & Repair %rake














Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
11/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Phone 753-1489
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
BM 1 Chestnut 753-4832
The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd 753-2411
Delfanti's Steak
& Pizza House
mow ff.17A f/A C
America's Favorite
Drive-In




Ski Boat and Pontoon Boat Rental
Ky. Lake State Pork Ph. 474-2245
Ktntmckw rritd Ckiekta
'It's Finger lickin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches




South 12th St. - Murray













Murray's Most Complete Deportment Store
OSES 753-7175
Conliments of
D & W Auto Supply
We install auto glass"
Auto Paint Material
512 S. 12th 7534563
Tabers Body
Shop, Inc.
Go To Church Sunda
Randy Thornton Service Co.
• Ai Coalltkiiiiissiletio9 Canova RetrIgeresos
SFR VIC+ TONOV614 KNOWUM











Worship Service 11 00am
Everung Worship 6 30 p_m
EMMANUEL IAISUONART
Morning Worship 11 Main






Sunday Evening 6 00 pin
Wednesday Evening 7 00 p.m
SWUNG SPRING












Sunday School - 9:45 a in.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.






Evening Worship 7.00 p.m
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
Morning Worship 10:50 am.
Evening Worship 6.00p.m.
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11 Ohm.
.Evening Worship 7,00pm.
FLINT BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11: OD CM.
Evening Worship 645 p.m.
OIEUT CORNER







Evening Worship 7. 15 p.m
SUGAR CRIER
Morning Worship 11.00a.m.
Evening Worship 715 pm.
OIVENS CHAPEL " •
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p.m. & 6 .00 p.m.
MOUNT HOREB MEMEL BAPTIST
Sunday School $:30 am.
Worship . 11 •00a.m.
LONE OAR PRIMITIVE
1st Sunday 2- 00 p.m.
Arellkinday - _ 
HILLTOP BAPTIST
Sunday &hoot 10:00a.m.
Worship Service 1100 a.m.
Evening Service 600 p.m.
COLD WATER
Morning Semces 11 - 00 a.m.
Evening Services 6 00 p.m.
FAITH BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11 00a.m.
Evening Worship 6 30 p.m.
LOCUST GROVE
Morning Worship 100 am










Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 .00 a.m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY SAPTIST
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Preaching 11 00 arn.&6 00p.m.
Wednesday night 7 00 p.m.
SPRING CREEK
Sunday School 10 00am
Morning Worship 11.00 a sn
Training Union 610 pm
Evening Worship  _ 7:30p.m
Wed. Worship . 730p.m,
ST. JOHNIAITtST 011,1101
Morning Worship 10 45am.
Sunday School 9 Warn
DEXTER RAPIST alma
Wednesday Service 6 30 p.m
„Sunday School 10 00am.
Worship Service 11 00a.m.
Sunday Nile 6 30p.m.
NEW PROvima




Sunday School 10 00am.
Morning Worship 1,1 :00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7.00p.m.
Wednesday Evening 7.00 pm.
Christian
FIRST OIRISTIAN
Worship Services 10 4.5 a m .6 00 p.m
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
Worship 10 30 a.m
Bible School 9 30 a .rn
Evening Service 6 00 p in
CHINCH Of JESUS CHRIST
Of LATTER DAY SAINTS
- Woodman of World Bldg
Sunday Sdes,l r 10 45. in
Evening Service 4 30 p m
ST. LEO CATHOLIC
CHURCH
Sunday Mass 8 a.m .11a.m, 4 30p m
Saturday Mass 610 p.m.
CHRISTIAN SOBICE
SERVICES
Farmer Ave and 17th St.. Murray. Ky
Sundays 11 00 a in Testimony meeting
second Wednesday 5 p.m.
JEHOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30 am
Bible lecture 9 30 a m
ST_ JOKE'S EPISCOPAL
Worship Hour 9 45a m
Church School 11 00 a m
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
. Sunday School 10 15 a m
Church Service 11.30 a _rn
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST •
Sabbath School Sat 10 10 a m
Worship Servue Sat 9 15 a m
AN INVESTMENT
IN YOUR FUTURE
A GIFT FOR FATHER
&wen pin toe • gift for Father'. Day? Paellap. yoo're try.
sag es 6.816, .2 dar pereamal favorite*, a tie or alioralmve bolos or
golf alith
There lo • muels Hoer ph that you e. 40..lomor.ror - your
time. Be h., ip.es you ma mot+ of Ma. Mama of ohm ye. boot. about
life, you koormul from him. 4 hit of othat yam are depend, cas what
I"" faibm you 
km_
TIM Mad time you wool oith tom deposal am hay U
lattsit WA then • day .pent Hating Noy be • great bomb Or I may  
.1"11thiai proud to totrodtone yori to WI
Das* Warr. arm •pproriate • griei chat or • mill mars ems suiries.
yomu, Amon.% matter too moth what yolk*. as Ire of yen aka







Evening Worship 6:311p in.
UNIVERSITY
Morning Worship 10:30a m.
Evening Worship 6:110p.m.
GRIM PLAIN
Bible Study 10a m.
Worship Service 10 45 a.m.liSprn.
Wed Worship 7:30pm.
WEST MURRAY
Morning Worship 10.50 a in.
Evening Worship 6:CO p m
UNION GROVE
Morning Worship 10 50a m























































Sunday School 11:45 am.
Morning Worship 10:45 a.m.
N.Y P.S. Worship 5:15pm
Evening Worship 6,00p in
Wednesday Worship 7:00 p m
LiKIISI GNU OHM&
Morning Worship 11 00 am.
Sunday School 10 00. m.
Evening Worship 5 30 p m.
'...i Y 12 S Worship 5 00 p m.





























Ihry. Mill.., Ky. 753-113111


















700 N. 4th St. M
HAZEL UNITED ouTiootst
Worship 10 00 a m
Sunday School II 00 a rn
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship 11 00 a m
Sunday School 10 00 am
PALESTINE UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a rn
Worship 11 00 a m
MARTIN'S CHAPEL UNITED
Worship Service 9 Warn.
Sunday School 10 Warn
0000 sounitto UNITED
Worship Service 11 00a in
Sunday School it 00a Al
INOEPENDENCI UNITED
Sundae School 10 00am
Morning Worship. 11 00. m.
KIMSEY UNITED
Sunday School 10 00a.m.
Morning Worship 11 00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 00 pm
COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service Ii 00 sin 1st 4 hid
Sunday. 10:10 a in Ird & 4th Sunday-
School 10 00 a m ist & 2nd Sunday, 11 00
m ird & 4th Sunda)
a m
a m • TEMPLE HILL UNITED
Morning Worship 10.00 a .rn
Sunday School 11005.m
ALMO HEIGHTS
Morning Worship 11 00a in
Evening Worship 7 10 p m
UNITED, NEW CONCORD
Sunday School 10-00 a.m.
"Worship Services 11 00a m.,8:00p.rn.
CALVARY TEMPLE
Sunday School 10:00am




Morning Worship 11:00a ni
Sunday Evemng 7:00p.m
Thurs Nile 7:00p m.
UNITED, 310 MAN AVE.
Sunday School 10 00 gm
Evening Worship 7:00 pm.
DEWARDS CHAPEL
Sunday SCikool 1000 a.m.
Worship Sena ce 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship 7 .00 p m.
FIRST UNITED
Sunday Worship ID 00 a m. & 7.00 p.m.
Tues & Thurs 7-00 p.m.





407 Olive - 7515312
COMPLIMENTS
Paschall Truck Lines
Rt. 4 Murray, Ky. 753-1717
MST METHODIST
Worship 8 450.10 50a m
MOMS CHAPEL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00am.




Worship Service 9 45,.m
Church School 10 45 a m.
GOSHEN METHODIST
()lurch School 10 00 a in-
Worshrp Semce 11 00 am
Evening Services Worship 6 .00 p.m
COLE'S CAMPGROUND
Worship Service 10 00 a .m
DEXTER-HARM UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Worship 11 00a in .6 00p iii
MT. NINON
Worship Service 10 00 a in 1st Sunday &
11 00 a m 3rd Sunday. Sunday School
11 00 a m 1st Sunday 10 00 a m 2nd,
%rd& ith Sunday
MT. CARMEL
Worship Service 10 00 a m 2nd Sunday,
11:00 a m 4th Sunday, Sunday School








1st :trd Sunday Night 6:00 p m.
MOOR'S CHAPEL Immo
Sunday School 10 00 am.
Morning Worship 11 00 • m.
2nd di ith Sunday Night 7 00 p m.
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
Sunday School , 9 45 •.m.
ttlorning Worship 10 45 a m.
Evening 7 00 pin.
STOREY'S PUPIL UNITED
Sunday School 10 00 a.m.






403 Maple Phone 753-1713
yest Ky. Rural Telephone
Gkst B. S001 I , Gen. Niacin's/
Jr*" Orem, Conaway MarthelI, Carfisle Counties in Ey rod Ifortry Co .
Tian" 153-4351 or247-4350
Rutledge Funeral Home
-Serving Murray For 25 Years
Pete and Anthony_ Rutledge





-Sera* Sae Mese 1str •
Mee Grau-ilanlware
214 Main St. Case II leek knives 753-1543
Liglilliiinci
"The Businessman's Choice •
102 N. 4th • For Fine Printing" 7 -5397
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
HighestCash Pikes for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Nalsom 1116,114/. E. W. Ovtimid, &opt
Now 153-1220
Gallimore's Restaurant
Specializing in Catfish Dinners
We Cater To Parties
Hazel, Ky. 492-9785
Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
Building Blocks & Ready Ni. Concrete
East Main Street 753-3540
Hutson Grain
Terminal








Concord, Pacer, Spirit & Jeeps





Rob Dunn, R. Pk.
109 So. 4th Street IS% Discount Cash IL Corry
On Prescriptions
/53-1462
Sue & Charlie's Restaurant
Famous Fish Dinners








"WellavtV Alurning 1).sirizi To Please-
IllyMptc !laza, 'vturray, Mv ir 753=4150
641 Super Shell
Free Pickup & Delivery
Orue 6- 30 • at. Om ii 00 • •
Sew* Open 1100 CI.,. 10:00
%eh ITO • Phone 153-9131








4004 or 753-8560 after 5
p.m.
,
NOW ‘101,) CAN 8U4f
SOME MORE SEED AND
RAISE ANOTHER RADISH!
V14- r
LIME WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Commonwealth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Velma Teague, ET AL, Plaintiff versus Herbert
Cornelius Hughes, ET AL, Defendant
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 3, 1979
Term thereof, in the above cause, for the division of
property and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer
for sale at the Court House door in the City of
Mutray, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public
auction on the 25th day of June, 1979, at 1:00 o'clock
p.m., or thereabout, upon a credit of six (6 months,
the following described property, to-wit:
Beuig Brthe-Northirelt Qtififfe-r6rSect1on
26, Township 3, Range 4, East, and being-it -- tts
described as follows:
TRACT!:
Commencing at a point located at the Northeast cor-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-
ship 3, Range 4, East; thence South 1 degree 24' 13"
East 518.44' to the point of beginning; thence South 1
degree 24' 13" East 825.09'; thence South 87 degrees
42' 25" West 546.14'; thence North 1 degree 27' 19"
West 612.00'; thence North 46 degrees 40' 04" East
240.04'; thence North 12 degrees 59' . 40" West
148.36'; thence North 57 degrees 24' 34" West
182.66'; thence North 80 degrees 30' 46" West
337.38'; thence South 1 degree 24' 13" East ZI9.74';
thence North 87 degrees 00' 00" East 215.35' to the
point of beginning. This tract contains 10.941 acres.
TRACT II:
Commencing at a point located at the Northeast cor-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-
ship 3, Range 4 East; thence South 87 degrees 00'
00" West 215.35' to the point of beginning; thence
South 1 degree 24' 13" East 278.70'; thence South 80
degrees 30' 46" West 337.38'; thence North 50
degrees 05' 05" West 1V.11'; thence North 31
degrees 43' 36" West 75.22'; thence North 7 degrees
09' 59" East 92.34'; thence North 25 degrees 48' 13"
West 106.34' to a point located on the Section Line
between Section 24 and Section 26; thence South 89
degrees 42' 36" East and following said section line
381.22'; thence north 87 degrees 00' 00" East and
still following said section line 111.62' to the point of
beginning. This tract contains 3.126 acres.
TRACT III:
Commencing at a pq)nt located at the northeast'car-
ner of the Northwest Quarter of Section 26, Town-"
ship 3. Range 4, East; thence South I degree 13"
East 202.28' to the point of beginning; thence South 1
degree 24' 13" East along half section line 316.16';
thesiCeSoith 87 degrees 00' 00" West 215.35'; thence
North 1 degree 24' 13" West 316.16'; thence North 87
degrees 00' 00" East 215.35' to the point of begin-
ning. This tract contains 1.563 acres, but is subject
to any road right-of-way which may be of record.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must
execute bond with approved securities, bearing .
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
MS.
Frank L. Ryan, Master Commissioner
• Calloway Circuit Court
1. LEGAL NOTICE i LEGAL NOTICE-
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
The Conemonwoofth of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Mid-Stato Roans, Inc. Plaintiff, versus James F.
Hargrove Nut wife, Linda Hargrove Defendant.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 11
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, for the sum
of Nine Thousand Eighty Seven and 77/100
($9,087.77) Dollars, with interest at the rate of 8 per
cent per annum from the llth day of May 1979, until
paid and its cost therein I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Court House door in the City of Murray
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
/he Zk.h.cLay of June 1971 at 1:00 o'clock p.m., or
thereabout, upon a credit of 30 days, the following
described property, to-wit:
A part of the N.W. Qr. of Section 6, Township 2,
Range 5, East; Beginning at a point where the
Bethel Road intersects the Almo and Vancleave
Road; thence in a southwesterly direction. with
Bethel Road 140 yards to a stake; thence in a nor-
theasterly direction parallel with Almo and Bethel
Road 70 yards to a stake; thence in a northeasterly
direction with Bethel Road 140 yards to the Almo
and Vancleave Road; thence with said Almo and
Vancleave Road 70 yards to the point of beginning.
This being the same property conveyed to James
F. Hargrove and wife, Linda by deed dated July 26,
1976 from James D. Futrell and wife Nancy Futrell
and recorded in Calloway County Clerk office in
Book 156 and card 539.
For. the purchase prfee, the purehäéirfliidt
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing
legal interest from the day of sale, until paid, and
having the force and effect of a judgment. Bidders
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms.
Frank L. Ryan
Master Commissioner Calloway Circuit Court
2. NOTICE
BIBLE CALL

































1. LEGAL NOTICE I. LEGAL NOTICE
•
INVITATION TO 810
The Calloway. County Board of Education is




Supplies and Equipment for the Music Depart-
ment
Specifications are on file in the Calloway County
Board of Education office building, 2110 College
Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky, and interested bid-
ders may obtain the necessary forms there.
All bids are to be in the Calloway County Board of
Education office, 2110 College Farm Road, Murray,
Kentucky, on or before 12:00 Noon, June 28, 1979.
The Bdarrreserves- the right to reject -ally or all








be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
All reader
classifieds Y must be
submitted by 12 noon
the day before
publication.
GOD IS LOVE. I John 4:8.
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
righfousness; and all these
things shall be added unto
you." Matthew 6:33. 24 hour
phone, answered" by God's
servants. NOT A TAPE. 759
The Commonwealth of Kentucky Calloway Circuit Court 
4600. Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear our broadcast
Peoples Bonk of Murray, Kentucky Plaintiff, vers. Sundays at 12 30 on WSJP
Dennis Jones, Defendant vs CAW Boat Company, Inc.,
D/B/A Kenlake Marina Intervenor.
NOTICE OF SALE
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of_ the
Calloway Circuit Court rendered at the May 29
Term thereof 1979, in the above cause, and its cost
therein I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Court
House door in the City of Murray Kentucky, to the
highest bidder, at public auction on the 2:4li dAY Of
'June 1979, at 1:00 o'clock p.m. or thereabout for
cash, the following described property, to-wit:
One twin engine fiberglass PEAKSON boat,
SlIFL811($Z.
The above described property is now located in
slip //99 at Kenlake Marina, Kenlake State Park,
Aurora, Kentucky, and maybe inspected at any
time before the sale. Please inquire at the boat
dock, Kenlake Marina.
For the purchase price, the purchaser must pay
Rash. Bidders will be prepared to comply promptly
with these tenns.
Frank L. Ryan





























Hum. Rts. Corn. . .  753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read .. .  753-2288
Needline 753- NEED
Parents' Anon:  . . . 753-1792
Poison Control  . . 753-7588
Police - 753-1621
Rescue Squad 753-6952
Senior Citizens .  753-0929
Sheriff 753-3151
Stale Pol... .1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
-The- Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip









hickory smpked bar-b-q, by
the shoulder or by the pound,
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gue, 25 years ex-
perience. Roberson Hih-
Burger Inn, 413 S. 4th
St. 753-9151
6. HELP WANTED 24 MISCELLANEOUS 
WORMS, RED worms, Nite
JANITOR, HOURS 8 to 5. crawlers; Rex's Worm
Good benefits  . Apply at- Farm, I rvan Cobb Road,
Roses Central Shopping
Center An equal opportunity 
Highwa732. Phone 436-5894. 
employer 26. TV-RADIO
WANTED:4ESPONSIBLE
lady to k infant in my
home Refffences required.
Plasma /S3.611. 
9. SITUATIONS WANTED 
BABYSITTING IN my home.
Call 753-0347. 
HOUSECLEANING. Call
436-5549. Reliable and ef-
ficient. Can give references. 
RESPONSIBLE PERSON
wants babysitting and
cleaning jobs. 753,9474. 
RELIABLE LADY seeking
• --t41,Vaoyment as cleaning lady
for office or business after
hours. Call 753-7235. - 
WOMEN WOULD like to
hang wall paper and paint.
Call after 3 pm, 437-4617. „
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY 
GOOD ESTABLISHED
business in Bet-Air Shopping
Center. For further in-
formation call 753-0675. • 
12. INSURANCE
1976 BUICK SPECIAL, V-6,
new tTres, excellent con-
dition, good gas mileage. 753-
4710„ 
14. WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS. Call atter 5 Om
474-8838. 
JUNK CARS deliver or will
pick up. Call 474-5854 or 527
 _12x. 60 _TA51.Q... BEDROOM. 2
 baths, central air, un
WANT TO buy: 10 speed
bicycle. Call after 4 pm, 767 
derpinned, 14500. 436-2430. 
4316. U. MOB. HOME RENTS 
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to assume small
monthly payment on 25"
color t.v. under warrenty
Also used t.v.'s. Clayton's J
& B Music, 7534575. 
27. MOB. NOME SALES 
COOL, CLEAN, spacious,
12x60, 1974 V. Central air,
Iwo bedrooms, tie-downs,
skirting, storage 'shed. 436
2625.
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
TIMOTHY HAY pickup in
field. Call 435-4489. 




puppies. Call 759-1213 or 753
1261. • 
BOXER AT Stud, AKC
champion pedigree 753 0347
COCKER PUPS, AKC
registered, black and buff
$75 each 753-0662. 
ESKIMO SPITZ, white,
male, great with children.
Excellent watch clop. S25.
Phone 759,1891.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
1975 DOUBLE WIDE on 2 •
acre lot, central air, well and 
Cocker pups. Call 43-4575, 
large garage, located in
Kirksey. Call 489-2248 after 5
---•
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
1962 INTERNATIONAL
MOBILE home; 1964 Ford
pickup truck; 100 watt utility
pole. Call 4374128 
NEW HOSPITAL beds, in-
nerspring mattress; baby
bed with innerspring mat-
tress; and Sunbeam vacuum
and attachments. Call 753-
5173 after 7pm. 
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753-
-410311, 
16. NOME FURNISHINGS 
BEDROOM SUIT
room furniture,
WHAT WE do best is care. glass dinette, etc.





requested to check the
first insertion of ads for
corrections. This
new sp a pc r will be
resporisibJe for only one
ncorrect insertion ANY
ERROR SHOULD . BE
REPORTED ,IMMEDIATEL-
Y SO. PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP-





will be closed the
















Full time, Monday through
Friday. Apply in person at
Stone Lang Co., 206 South 4th
Street. 
WANTED: PERMANENT
job for a reliable woman, to
do housework 3 or 3,,z days
per week, would be
responsible for 2 childcen
-some of the time. Live in
Lynn Graven-area. Call 435
4500 after 3 pm. 
WAITRESS- WANTED:
Apply at Galliinore's
Restaurant in Hazel, KY. 
WAITRESS WANTED
Apply, in person at Sykes








working -with your '
hands; willing to learn
new specialized skills.
Send resume to P.O.






design, in good conlittion:
Love seat, 2 maple step
tables and a cobbler's bench
table. 7 piece Early
American dining set, 42"
round table extends-to 66",
with 6 mata's chairs in dark
pine finish. White bedroom
furniture, 2 chests and a
__desk, wicker headboard.
Phone 753-5788. 
COUCH; TWO chairS; dorm-
-size -refrigerator; 21" color
t.v., cabinet style; stereo
recordplayer. Call 753-5525. 
FOR SALE: beautiful white
velvet couch and chair, $150
Also 21 foot chest freezer,
S50.753-8598. 
FULL SIZE mattress and
box springs, good condition.
Phone 753-0814. 
19. FARM EQUIP. 
FULL 1 HP electric, weed
and grass trknmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee. 
GAS POWERED- weed and
grain- trimmer, uses fishing
line, :lcc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99.99. Wallin
HardWare, Paris, Tennessee. 
JOHN- DEERE 95 combine.
Quick attach header, floating
cutter bar, 1969 model. John
Deere 444 corn header, ex-
cellent condition. John Deere
10 ft. cultimulcher. 753-403
afternoon. 
NEARLY NEW Pittsburgh 4
row- cultivator, 51000. Call





24. MI SCELLAMEOuS ! 
AIR COMTRESSORS,
Quincy, Ingersoll-Rand, etc.
Sales, Parts and Service. 442-"6
ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
4 ft., $18.79; 5 ft., 519.99; 6 ft.,
$21.99; Ift,. $9.99; extension
ladders, 14 ft., 528.88; 16 ft.,
531.88; 20 ft.„ 545.99; 24 ft.,
559.99; 20 ft., $70.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
BATHTUBS 5' STE'et.,




vinyl linoleum, roll balances,
remnants, discontinued
Paint, interior and exterior.
Big savings! Sherwirk
Williams Company, 753-3321: 
ELECTRIC INSECT .traps,
$39.99,. $69.99. $99.99, $134.99,
and S149.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris, Tennessee. 
GUNS FOR sale. Marvin
lever action 30 30 with scope;
Winchester automatic
shotgun; 22- rifle with scope
All are new. 489 2698.. 
SUPER SAVING on carpet
and vinyl remnants;
discontinued paint; in stock
wallpaper; discontinued
carpet samples; and ladders.
We also rent the up and out
Steam Carpet cleaner. We do
custom picture framing.
Snerwin WittlamS, 753-3321. 
STEEL GARAGE door 16x7
feet, in good condition, with
hangers, springs, track and
lock. See at 1104 Fairlane.
Best offer. C.O. liondurant. 
SLABS $5. PER bundle,
Sawdust. $10 per load, 1 1,2 to 2
ton trucks. Call (901) 593 3019
or contact Decker and Evans
m5awesreeir II in Perld.Ten
-
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
for sale Cadiz Lumber
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky.
522 7994
TOMA TOE JUICER, Vit
STOCK PERSON, part time, toria No. 200. No peeling, no
5 fil 9, must be 16 or over cor.ng, and no precooking.
Apply at Roses Centre+ -Doers bushel in 30 minutes,
shopping center, art_ MualEVIl.".LIVIII1n. ''prira.ware,
opportunity employer. • Paris, Tennessee
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funiihed. Price
$3250. Call 753-2762. 
MOBILE HOME for sale in
Fox Meadows, 12.x65, 2
bedroom, double sink bath,
gas heat, window air,
washer, dryer, fully fur-
nished. Excellent condition.
$4500. Call 753-0364. 
1978 MOBILE HOME, 12)150,
excellent condition. Call 753-
0320. 
t2w613 -140ME„--2
bedrooms, all electric. Call
after 5 pm, 489-2714. - 
12x50 TWO BEDROOM, air
conditioned, carpeted and
underpinned. $2900. 436-2430. 
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
trailer, furnished, $115 per
month, $25 deposit. Phone
753-5750. , 
LARGE NICE 2 bedroom, 2
bath mobile home. CaJI 753-
4808.
TWO BEDROOM trailer for
rent, Shady Oaks Trailer
Court. 489-2533. - 
TWO BEDROOM, water and
garbage pickup furnished. 1
mile out of city limits. $75 per
month, $SO deposit. Phone
753-5405 after 6 pm. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
GOOD USED air conditioner,
18,000 BTU. Call 753-6463
after 4 pm. 
32. APTS. FOR RENT 
APARTMENT FOR rent, 2
blocks from University.
Furnished, water and sewer
paid, $95 per month. 753-4140
or 436-2411. 
FOR -R.141' : bedroom-
furnished apartment. Call
753,3949.5 C'E3949.NI TWO bedroom
apartment, e married couples
preferrZ.--No- pets.- $US per
month. II 753-6931. 
SMALL' FURNISHED
apartmenk single only.
Inquire 100 Si3th Street. 
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
ROOM FOR rent in large
house. Kitchen privileges,
washer and dryer. 2 blocks
from University.' 465 per
4140 or 436-2411. 
month all utilities id. 753-
34. HOUSES FOR REAT 
COUNTRY HOME, 2 miles
on 94 East. Beautiful yard,
minor repairs expected.
Couples only. 753-8216. ,s
FOR RENT: 5 -room urA
furnished house in county.
753-3293. 
FURNISHED OR un-
furnished 2 bedroom house,
near University. Also duplex
apartment. Call 492-8225. 
NICE TWO bedroom brick
house with garage, utility
room and air conditioner.
Located on Kentucky Lake at
Cypress Creek, Highway 121
South. $175 per month,
available the middle of July.
A year's lease required.-Call
492-8221.








Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques, business
overflows, etc. Phone








EIGHT NICE pigs. Noble L.
Hurt, 474-2301. 
NINE FEEDER pigs for
sale.-436- 2280.
FOR SALE: AKC registered
Siberian Huskies. 435 4228. 




to 12 inches, full grown Call
753-5421 after 5 pm. 
TERRI-POOS (half TerrierS,
half Poodles). $20. 6 weekS
Old. Call 436-5610. 
41. PUBLIC SALES-
BIG YARD sale, Saturday, 9
till ?. Turn off 94 E at Whites
Camper Sales, first trailer on
-right. All items good con-
dition. Many childrerts
.C112.11121„ Celt eyenjmts, 753-
9970 or 436-5347. 
COUNTRY GIRLS having
city sale. Boys Huskies, and
lots of other items. 9 to 5,
Saturday, June 16, 808









College Terrace, Saturday, 9
am HI 3 pm. For Information
Cbtl 753-6613. 
FIVE PARTY yard sale.
Clothes, large and small
sizes, furniture, applianceS,
toys, lots of miscellaneous
things. Saturday only, 509
Lynnwood (west on
Sycamore, last street before
Murray High.) lam till 5 pen. 
GARAGE SALE every
Friday • and Saturday at
William's Body Shop, -
Industrial Road. New items
every week. . •  •
GARAGE SALE! 9 inn till 6
pm, 710 Efrn Street, Thur-
sday, Friday and Saturday... .
GARAGE SALE, rain or
shine, Friday and Saturday,
7 am till ?. Cornet, pool
Jabliii, orifiqUeS, many other
Items, at 121 South, 4th house
past Cherry Corner Church. 
GARAGE SALE, Saturday,
June 116th, 707 Sycamore. 
MOV I NG*SALEFAXC COME,
1 year old; girls clothes, sizei
5,6,7; tape recorder; V
gallon aquarium and fl*
tures; odds and ends. Can be
seen third house down pa2
Oak Country Club, on Oak




Saturday, • 8 till 5. Living
room suite; Kenmore washer
and dryer; Bassett love seat
.and rocker; end tables and.
coffee table; girls clothes, all
ageel. and other assortedit
. MOVING SALE! Dining
"room suite, -4 chairs, oval,
ble, and china cabinet; I 
c
asional tables; octagon
end table; bamboo chair.
Excellent condition. Also &
recliner. Phone 759-4503. -
MOVING SALE 1612 cgifege
Farm Road. liques', new
quilts, some fur ture, baby,
children, and adult clothing,
and many miscellaneout
items. Fridayy and Satur-
day. . 
MOVING:GARAGE Sale.
1706 Plainview Drive, Friday - -
and Saturday. Antiques,
books, toys, tent, sofa, and
many other items. 
YARD SALE, 'Saturday,
June 16th, 8 am. Furniture,
dishes, odds and ends. Ken),
Smith's place next to New
Concord Grocery. 
YARD SALE: Don't mita




items, 'and much, ,
much more. Four familieS
with many new items to sell
at next to nothin' prices. All
items must go, your chance
for real bargains • so don't
miss this one-! Friday and ,,.
1Saitfitursdtay -9- till 5, 407 South
YARD SALE, Saturday,'





items. Postponed incase of
YARD SALE, 4 party, 136Lf
 .
Sycamore, Friday and
Saturday. Home base Cli
radio, one car CE , 40
channel, Turner power mike,
_maple bed, iron kettle, tea
kettle, quilts, crocheted,
clothes, all sizes, 6 gallon
tank . and fuel line for.
E v inrude motor. 
YARI) SALE, Saturday, 9 till
. ____
1. 11 R iveria Courts.
YARD SALE, Saturday 8 til
2, 313 S 10th Street.
Children's clothes.
WALLIS DRUG
*PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
•HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
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43. REAL ESTATE
23 ACRES, NICE building
site. All fenced and sowed
down Small lake, on black
top. about 5 miles East. Also
42 acres about 2 miles north
of Coldwater, good bottom
land, no buildings. Possesion
with deed Only 523,500
Galloway Realty, 52: Main




level home with lots of
features and lots of
room. Nine _closets,
large rooms including-.
25 x 12 family room
with fireplace, central









.-gielLY YOUNG once! Make
the most of the best years of
'your life-prestigious
'location, spacious ten room
home, gracious architectural
style, enviable utility bills.
Designed with tlfe whole
family in mind.. Call Guy
Spann Realty, ;53-7724. 
PARK-LIKE SET.
-T1NG...Rolling, wooded
..acres with 2 year-round
creeks. -3 bedrooms, 2 bath
Split-level nestled in 15 acre
m-1...May we suggest an
early call to 753-
" 1492...Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.














L  753-8080 
Prolessaona I Srrs it rb
With The Fnejwitt, Touch'
4 BR.,E.V., living rm.,
Idtchen 11,4 acre lot.
._Elfctris._B.B. heat, 
range, _ outside
storage. Garden Area -








COME SEE for you-rself-...10
acres m i with timber, well,
septic tank, strawberry
patch, grape vineS; apple
trees and 2 small_ buildings
, for your horses... We also
have .46 acres m-I w' h%,.33
tendable...corn, AC.' a
iitta
soybean.. tucked away in the
country- -unt_xiose to all
necessities. Call 753-
1492 Offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
FOR SA L E__
Approximately 60 acres on
Kentucky Lake, Blood River






3 bedroom, 2 bath








*price - low 60's. Listed
through Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222. Look
for our new signs
everywhere!
DEVELOPMENT
PROPERTY in the city
Approximately 5 acres inside
the city limits with city
conviences. Also intJuded i.s.
a nice smmall home, A steal
at 559,500, Nelson Shroat Co.
759-1707.
EXCLUSIVE SECLUSIVE.
Eleautrful new home sitting
on approximately 3 acres.
Tr -level with all amenities
for gracious living Large
rooms, firepplace and away
from the hub bub of the crt,y.
Must see and owners need to






With The F' needly Touch"
1).9Y S Trailer Court, 3
Miles E. on-liwy-94_, 2
Acres - 5 trailers - 8
spaces. 1875 income
per month. City water
-2 new 1,000 gal. septic
tanks.
Well built 3 bedroom brick, near university,
reasonably priced for quick sale.
One of the better buys in the county on major
high-Way, conveniently located, has natural
gas, 3 bedrooms, 42 basement, wooded lot is
one acre plus. Priced at $22,500.00
Own your own business and make up to
$20,000 per year in this 26 unit day care cen-
ter. If you enjoy kids this is your chance to be
independent.















South 12th at Sycamore
--Tttf-Petaftif-453- 1E61
Spend your summer on
Kentucky Lake in this
two bedrooms cottage.
Dry basement for. that
third bedroom or
recreation room.
Water access at your
door. All for only
$27,500.00.
PERFECTLY PASTORAL f,
bedroom, 3 bath, colonial on
large tree shaded lot gives
country space with modern
conveniences. Equipped
kitchen next to the patio will
have everyone in the family,
even the cook, out to enjoy
summer sunrise breakfasts
Quality construction for
lasting value and extra
acreage available' for your
privalle hedge against in-
flatlon. Call the reigl estate
professionals at Guy Spann






142 bath home in rustic
setting near Ky. Lake.
On extra large lot with
additional lots
available, central heat
and air with fireplace
thermostat con-
nections. Not pictured


















With The Friend!, Touch
Warehouse, 3 floors in-
cluding basement.




48. AUTO: SE Rvict  VC USED CARS 
FOUR FIRESTONE All.
Terrain tires, approximately
5,0130 miles, mounted on 4,
-&. white spoked rims, fits
Toyota pickup Call after 9
am, 753 4307
FOUR OR 78 14 GOODYEAR
American Eagle recitals,
whde walls, less than 10,000
miles, excellent condition.
Call 759-1189 after 6.30 pm.
TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The
wide ones with raised white
letters, G 70x14" or 15",
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; G
60x14", $36.45 and $3,17 FET;







BEETLE, $950 Phone 247
5713 or 753.1912,
58. USED TRUCKS 
1971 CHEVY TRUCK with
camper. 39,000 actual miles.
Phone 498 8376.
FOR SALE - 1962 GMC long
wheel base pickup, custom
cab, V6, good condition,
needs trans work. $100. 753
9872.
FORD, 1971. CREW cab
pickup, 390 engine, power
steering, automatic tram
49a-
TRUC4(--, frock tire 2506. 
sale, highway tread, 700x15", 1973 FORD F-750, new grain
6-Ply. $24.94 and $7.95 FET; _bed, hoist, good tires, good
750x16, 8-ply, $37.75 andS3.74 running condition. Call 489
PET. Wallin Hardware, 2706.
Paris, Tennessee.
TRUCK LOAD tire safe, 4 ply
ItgqIyester premium grade
 white wall 7 rib with 32.32
L TANK OF eAs. tread depth. A78x13, $38.39and $172 FET; E78x14",
$22.63 and $2.20 FET;
F7ex14", $23.40 and S2.32
FET; G78x141 or 15", $25.39
and-$2754
$27.52 ,and $2.76 FET;




RUSTIC A FRAME is
surrounded by nature's
beauty balcony overlooking
spacious living room, galley
kitchen 3 "bedrooms
arranged so that you can
have privacy, atl this plus
garage located on wooded
lot, approximately 2500 scl











floor. Lots of elbow




This building should be considerWtff you are
looking. for a place for a small business ven-
ture, well located and well worth the asking
price of $8,900.00.
Roomy older home ideal for large family. Lot
is.one 9ore plus, has a large concrete block
building, all for $17,000. A la of building for
the money.
Seeing is believing. This 3 bedroom brick
with elegant carpet, large rooms, marble
bath on one of the better lots in Murray.
--"Aurtiarri-7ir l'-att
Api I









new 3 or 4 bedroom, 2
bath, brick with cen-
tral heat and air,
fireplace and 2,000- sq.
ft. of living area.
Large cypress deck on
three sides. located on
large, excellent main






45. FARMS FOR SALE
84 ACRES CHOICE farm
land, •includes 40 X 80 tool
Shed, stripping- shed with
bath hlal, 2 tobacco barns,
Stock barn and -.3 bedroom
farm house Call Guy Spann
Realty, 753_7724.
'FOR SALE 40 acres stan-
ding hay, excellent red top
Timothy. or-they'd grass and
clover. Also Cub Lowboy 140
mower,-_ 60 .'. cut. Howard
Brandon, 753-434? or Sun-
days, 753 5960. --
46. HOMES FOR SALE
IMMED1:-.TE-- --
POSSESSION! --7.4103e1991213rrt-
white au" rum siding house
at 216 irva," Trim has been
freshly pa.nted. Carport-
Wilily and storage, carpeted,




3543 or 753 3959 after 5 pm.
NEW't,ISTING: 3 bedroom
-brick, -2 dens, living MOM.
'den with ',A:8 fireplace, 2 car
garage, certrai gas heat and
electric,a,-; brick porch and
patio, landscaped. kitchen
has many cabinets, built-in
diShWasher disposal, utility
room with NO connections,
lots of storage, walk-in
closets Low 560's.
"Appointment only, 753-4133
or 17131 526.1592. 3844 Lake
St., Houston, TX 77b98.




972 45Q HONDA,' GOOD









AM FM cassette, many
extras. Call 767 2451.
1975 BUICK REGAL,-2-door,
silver, perfect condition. Call
753 7108 or 753 6802. 
1974 CAMARO L1',' many
extras,) S2900. Call 7534834
after 5 pm. 
1972 CHEVROLET IMPALA,
excellent body and interior,.
Needs TOW. 753 1527.
1978 CHEVROLET MALIBU'.
Classic, 2 door, black, silver
vinyl roof, black interior,
factory wheels, AM FM
stereo, -good gas mileage,
sharp, can see at 13.5 Fox -
Meadows. Call 759.1926 after
5 pm. 
1976 CUTLASS WITH T-top
and all extres. $4250 Also a
Seberg. Juke box, 140
selection, 5300. Call 753-2636




FOR SALE 1972 Chrysler
Newport, 4 door • with air,






FOR SALE 1973 cutlass S
Extra sharp Phone 753 9872
1977 FORD -LTD. II,- power
steering, automatic, air,
crillse,- AM FMradio. Call
759.4605.
1969 FIREBIRD, $650. Call
7p-9673. 
1976 GREMLIN X, 32,000
--finites, red, good condition,
one 'owner. Call after 6 pm,
762.4006. 
1976 LEMANS SPORT
Coupe. Double power and
air, 260 V8 engine, gets ex-
cellent mileage, $1950. Phone
354-6217.
1978 LTD II. Brougham,
22-,13011-rrif4e5 AM -FM a
track, air, excellent con
. dition. 753-3043. . 
1974 MONTE CARLO mid.
night blue with white yjnvl
top, 40,000 miles, loaded, in
excellent condition. 767 2557
1974 MONTE r CARLO,
midnight blue with white
vinyl top 47,000 - miles,
loaded, in excellent con
dit ion. Phone 753-0905.
1977 PINTO CRUISE wagon,_vDrRelaNEWWAhViteS AD 
rocked
 parkainndg
AM FM radio, 11- track tape
stereo system, automatic graded, brown an. Write pea
transmission, power
steering, 26,000 actual miles, 
gravel. Free _e_s_timates,..
Clifford Garrison; 753-5429
535007 Ca11753.8664. - 
'1978 PINTO WITH all extias. Da lortif TETYPOMU need stumps
1/4•Call 7674251removed from your yard or.
 land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumgs up tor 24'
below the ittoteler"treetrig
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw




Phone 753.6,597 after S pm. 
TRAVEL TRAILER, fully
contained, located in
Kanlake trailer park. High
way 94, 100 yards from
Kenake,_ Air c9n5i 1114f).941_
474-81143.
52. BOATS IL MOTORS
16' DUAL RUNABOUT with
65 hp Johnson, lilt trailer,
perfect condition. 11195. 753-
6084 
FOR SALE- 1972 Glasstroo
16' boat and 1972 Johnson 125
hp mOtor. Also an older
camper trailer, cheap. After
6 pm, call 159 1274 or 489-
2548.
HOUSEBOA-T; 31 FOOT
Water House, 150 hp Chrysler
Marine engine, to. Steeps 6,
very gOod condition. Can be
seen at Kenlake Marina, Slip
40. Call ownerat 314-4714456. 
1974, 16' MARK TWAIN,. 115
Pip Mercury motor, excellent
condition, $3200. Call at ter 6
pm, 753.9244-
S1LVERLINE 16 FOOT Tn.
hull 75 hp -Johnson Stinger
motor plus tralIr, all 76
nSodel. $3009 fir Call 489.
nw after S pm.
17' . TRI-HULL
F I BER.G1,..ASS boat 4nd
trailer; $650. Phone 436-2506. ,
1978 TERRI BASS boat with
55 hp Evinrude, and
riggeil for tournament










roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling._ 751
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1
3954%7 or 1.362-4895.
BINKLEY CON
STRUCTION. No lob too
large, no lob too Small. High
quality work Free
estimates. Call 753-6969 and
ask for Mark.
1974 Buick Regal, ex-
cellent condition, air,'
AM-FM radio, must sell.





NEW OFFICE Hoists Closed All Day Wed.
Mon,L, Friday 7,30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
Price of
HAIRCUT $2.00 PRICE SHAVE $1.75





floored and ready. Up to 12 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, mobile home ad ons, and patios, or U-
BUILD pre cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
I 60 Buy the best for less s pa:"Itit LT 2r rpi
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
COMPARE AND save on




and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care-489 2774. 
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garages, baeqents.
driveways._ yralk5, pa





- or dry cleaning. Call Lee's





Free Rtimates On Any job
large or Small
Call 436-2372
Amiime, Day or Night
Danny 8 Twila Dunn, owners
DOG GROO/VIIITG. All
- breeds, By appointment
Pick up and delivery. Connie
Lampe, 436-2510. •
FENCE SALES at sears
now. Call Sears 753.2310 for
free estimates for your
needs -












fepair.- Parts. New and used
lawn mowers. 718 S 4th. Fast
service. 753 7400.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and air
conditioning. Call 753-7203. 
MITCHELL BLACK TOP-
PING, deiveWays and' small
lobs a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537MOBILE HOME anchors
and underpinning,
artiminum, in 3 colors,' end
f iberglass rodfs Seated. Pa't io
awnings and- aluminum







$3. SERVICES OFFERED  $3. Sib VICES OFFERED
FOR YOUR garden breaking
and discing, call 753-6123. 
FOR YOUR home
alterations, repair, and
remodeling, also new homes






753-2310 for free estimates.
HOME REPAIRS; exterior
and interior painting, car-
pentry work, small _WET BASEMENT? 
We
2masonwas.ry jobs, decks and





. make wet basements dry,
roofing:CAB or write
HUGH OUTLAND, 
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Pabucati, KY 42001. or
eir.--44racto*,---isacellani-carftemy oris404,4 __442-7026.
references,
ellCeya." 753.1416 and ng_ WILL DO plumbing, heatinask o 
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
hohte. 753-2211 or 753-9600.
AIR COMPRESSORS and air
tools repaired. Sales, Parts,
and Service. 442 9396.
MOWING AND yard work by
appointment. Call 753-6912. 
ODD JOBS done. Call 753-
6363 and ask for Mark,
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or while
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
7534763 or 753-4545.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills!,
Call Sears, 753 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,








WILL HAUL anything that
will fit in a pickup truck. 753.
SeS7:-
WANTED: HOUSES to
paint. Free -estimates. 492-
8746.
M. FREE COLUMN
FREE? TWO Irish Setters, 5
years and 6 months. Call 799-
46037
FREE PUPPIES. 753-9970.
FOUR KITTENS, free to
good home. 492.8746. .
57. WANTED
WAILIE-13 12 -IS 
PASSENGER van, late




Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free estimates. I




3 bedroom home on lot 90 x 150 located a
•anorama Shores'-Has -living room, kit
chen, utility and bath. Bedrooms newl






Authorized Briggs and Strat-
ton Dealer
Work Preformed On:
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, and
chain saws.




1978 Oldemebni Cutlass Supreme Coupe, white
red buckets, power and air, 15,000 miles.,
1977 016Meeblie 98 Regency, 4 door, fill pow,'
and air.
1977 Oldsmobile 88 Delta Royale, 4 door, power
and air, new car trade-in.
1977 Ch•velkiet Caprice, 4 door, power and air,
new car trade-in, 18,000 actual miles.
1976 9$ Oldsmobile Regency, 4 door, full power
and air, one owner, new car trade-in.
1976 Peorriec Trans Am, air and power.
3976 Pontiac  Grand , power and air, new car
trade-in
1975 Cadillac Eldorado, full power and air.
197$ Oldsmobile cutlass, 4 door.
1974 9$ Oldsmobile Regency, 4 door.
1974 Cadillac Fleetwood Brougham, 4 door.
1974 Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme Coupe
1974 Greed Prix.
1973 Conic Coupe DeVWe,
1973 kid  Electra, 4 door-
1973 ChaWolat impala, 4 door.
• A/1973 DAP truck.
or.
1949 Firebird  Convertible.






-Satisfied Customers are Our
Main Concern"
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REALTOR S® CORN
PENNY SAVED - PENNY EARNED!
Cost less to buy and very little to keep-up this
brick 2 bedroom, 1 bath home.. .gas heat.. near
the hospital.. Priced just reuced to low_
20's.. Call 753-1492...
753-1492
...We're Making You Fool It Homo
1200 Sycamore
Amos McCarty - 753-2249 Brenda Jones - 753-8221
Sandra McKinney - 753-6352 Glenda Smith - 753-1499
Loretta Jobs - 753-6079 Judy Johnston - 437-4446
First tell the family you're moving. Then tell a
REALTOR'. g
You've got a lot to do between now and moving day. So
spare yourself work and worry you don't need and let a
REALTOR' handle two of the most important items on
the agenda — selling your present home here and finding a
new one there.
REALTORS' are the real estate professionals who
belong to the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF REALTORS-
. This is a national organization with more than half a
million members in more than 1,750 local boards in all 50
states, Guam, Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, Canada and
Jamaica.
To4ind one,* look for this familiar emblem. It's a
registered membership mark that only members of the
National Association are authorized to use.
For professional real estate advice and service, see a
REALTOR* . There's one nearby, no matter where you.
are or where you plan to be.







Three bedrooms, 1/2 bath, den with fireplace,
fenced yard and lovely covered deck for those
outdoor cookouts. You'll love the landscaping
too. Double-wide paved driveway, priced at
$39,500.
FOR BETTER BUYS SEE SPANN
Don't wait another minute to see this more for
your money" home on 11 acres. 3 bedrooms, lots
of closet space, outside storage building. This
well kept home will be easy to maintain and easy
on your pocketbook in bsith winter and summer.
Acreage also has a hookup for mobile home on it.
Call the Real Estate Professionals at
Guy Spann Realty
905 Sycamore, 24 Hour Service 153-7724-anytime
herniae eon 753-5725 -Reese. Sevrisek 763-9734
Ray A  182-2431
"glee Spans, lanai* Sreker-763-11670
Janes &am, Si'. 436-2430 guy Spans, Broker-753-2577
NEED THE MOST FOR YOUR MONEY? Look into
this 3 bedroom home in excellant location on
Keeniand Dr. Economical GAS heat and central
electric air, carpeted some kitchen appliances.
Good investment under Pn 000.
Purdom and Thurman Real Estate








Wit WIttS 153 Isis
Member Mak tramp Santa eat Moffat Calleaat 1.114 ,1 Ream
MULTIPII LISTING UNICE
MiS
BEST OF TWO WORLDS
This lovely home is close to town and close to the
lake making the ideal location. In a nice restric-
ted subdivision. This home has lovely fireplace
in living room, 3 nice sized bedrooms, 2 baths,
large kitchen, utility room & more. The range
and refrigerator will stay with home. Central gas
heat, wall to wall carpeting and city water. Lot
size 101 x 198. Listed at $47,500.
'HELPING PEOPLE IS OUR BUSINF.S.',
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1707
EVENINGS
Sam Harris 753-8061 Nelson %rose 759-1716
Marie Nicks 759-1056 Chester Thomas 753-8274
Located at 815 Bagwell is this 3 bedroom brick
veneer home. It has a double paved drive, cen-
tral electric air, fireplace, washer-dryer hook-
up, disposal, built-in range, dishwasher. It has
electric garage door opener, pull down stairs in
garage. New home, never been lived in.
Seath 1216 at Sycamore
Tokiphoaa 753 1651
P.O. Box 371
Ronnie Pea 7517261 Patsy Fain 753-6376
Marge Armbruster 753-5128 Anna Reguarth 753-2477
Ray Roberts 436-5650 Lindy Soifer 753-6126
Edna Knight 753-4910
NEW LISTING
Beautiful classic home in Gatesborough. 'Three
BR, 2 baths, family room with fireplace. Central
gas heat and central air. Lot 140 x 125 and
beautifully landscaped. Modern kitchen with all
appliances including compactor, disposal and
dishwasher. Beautiful patio with brick wall. Call
us to see this home today. Priced in the 60's.
Larry Waft 436:5411
John Loftis 436-2294
Pete Waldrop 753-- 249
H. T. Waldrop 753-1390
Broker
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Deaths and run iIs1
Funeral Is Today
For Noah W. Pace
Funeral services for Noah
W. Pace are being held today
(Friday) at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with James E.
Cooper officiating and music
by singers from the West
Murray Church of Christ,
where he was a member.
Serving as pallbearers are
Jerry Humphreys, Dwight
Holden, Randal Pace, Charles
Capps, David Capps, and Joe
Haddock. Burial will follow in
ffl:,;.evilrt Cemetery. -
Mr. Pace, 83, died Tuesday
at his home on Alin° Route 1.
He is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Ed Holden,
Mrs. Laverne Capps, and Miss
. Lorene Pace; one son, Estel
Pace; one sister, Mrs. Ger-
trude Mathenyt-' one brother,
Frank Pace;. eight-- grand-





The funeral for David
Crayton McHood of Dover.
Tenn., was held Sunday, June
10, at the chapel of the Anglin
Funeral Home, Dover, Tenn.
Burial was in the Standing
Rock Church Cemetery.
Mr. McHood. 74, died
Saturday, June 9, at a nursing
home in Gallatin, Tenn. His
death followed a long illness.
Be was the youngest son of the
, late James Robert McHood_
and Sara E. Stanley McHood
of Stewart County, Tenn. He




sisters, Mrs. J. A. (Mattie)
,,__Parker of Murray and Mrs. L.,
B. (Nancy) Nance of Dover,
- Tenn.; one brother, John
Robert McHood of Murray;





The Hazel Baptist Church
will hold its annual Vacation
Bible School from Monday,
June 18, through Friday, June
22.
Classes from nursery
through the ninth grade will be
heldfrom 8:30 to 11:30a.m.
Transportation will be
provided by calling 492-8168.
The church invites all boys




The Murray Ledger &
Times Office, 103 N. 4th
Street. is open for business
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
and from 8 a.m. to 12-noon
on Saturdays.






At times odier than those
listed above the office is
closed for regular business





business office hours in
















Mrs. Beulah Crowder of
Dexter Route I died this
morning at 5:50 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital: She was 87 years of
age and the wife of Ferd
Crowder who died Feb. 16,
1971.
The deceased was born June
26, 1891, and was a member of
the Old Pleasant Hill Baptist
Church in Trigg County.
Mrs. Crowder is survived by.
two daughters. Mrs. Gertha
Hendon, 1616 Loch Lomond,
Murray, and Mrs. Gretchen
Mohon, Dexter Route 1; half
brother, Harvey Hopper,
Princeton; seven grand-
"TAMING OF THE SHitritm — Bianca (Debbie Guerin) 'Trio net -tatoi tuceiitio Treg "-
Schmaltz) secretly rendezvous outside her father's house in this scene from the
Playhouse in the Park production of -The Taming of the Shrew." The show will con-
tinue through Saturday night in the new Murray-Calloway County Park. Curtain time
will be at 8 p.m.
children; three great gran- Youth Will Lead
dchildren.
The funeral will be 'held • SeRica 0
Sunday at 2_p.mt tbe  chapel _ - -
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home With burial to follow in
the Pleasant Hill Cemetery in
Trigg County.
Friends may, call at the




Mark Randall of Murray
has been chosen as a par-





He has been assigned to a
team visiting Dangriga,
,Belize, Central America, and
will participate in numerous




group is now in Belize and is




The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will hear the pastor,
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak
at the 10:45 a.m. services on
Sunday, June 17.
Dan Billington will direct
the music and song service
with Dwane Jones as organist
and Anita Underhill as pianist.
The Vacation Bible School
Commencement Exercises
will bbe held at 7 p.m. on
Snday.




man, and Clovis Jones.





The Dexter Baptist Church
will hold its revival services
starting Monday, June 18. and
continuing through Saturday,
June 23.
Guest speaker for the
revival will be the Rev.
Heyward Roberts, pastor of
the Flint Baptist Church.
Directing the music will be
Alvin Usrey. and his daughter.
Mrs. Dale ( Janeti Arnold,
from the West Fork Baptist
Church.
The public is invited to
attend, a church spokesman
said.
Hog Market












US 1-2 770-350 be
CS 1-3S0-400 be
US 1-3 450-500 be
US 1-3S00-600 is
US 2-3300-000 is


























Sunday, June 17, the youth
of First Presbyterian Church
will lead the 10:45 a.m.
morning worship.
Donald Fleming will give
the Call to Worship and lead
the Prayer of Approach.
Peggy Guy will deliver a
Father's Day Sermon, Mary
Lindsey will read the Scrip-
ture from. Luke 10:29-37 and
Becky Hough will speak on the
topic: "Wake Up Christians,
Let's Get Involved," lead in
the Affirmation of Faith, and
the offering. -




Kodman will give the
benediction. Ushers will be
David Fleming. Robbie
Marquardt, Kevin Geurin, and
Victor Stacey. Candle lighters
will be Caroline Conley and
Lee Stacey.
The Youth advisors are Don
and Kathie Fleming, and the
Youth teachers are Peggy
Phelan and Tomy and Janet
Denton. '
The Choir, directed by Lisa
Slater, will sing the Anthem,
"How Can It Be." The
organist is Cynthia Scribner.
Church School will meet at
9:30 a.m. and the Adult Class
will continue their study of
Bonhoeffer. There will be no
Christian Education Com-
mittee meeting during June..
Sinking Spring To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. Charles Blair,
interim minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the 11
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. services on
Sunday. June 17, at the.
church: Jim Neale;-deacon of
the week, will assist in the
services.
Special -music will be by
Church Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Susie Scott
as pianist and Patsy Neale as
organist; and a solo,
-Precious Jesus," by Teresa
Cunningham.
Sunday School will be at 10
a.m. and Church Training at
6:30 p.m.
The Youth Choir will
present a musical at the
Dawson Springs Baptist
Church Sunday night. They
will leave the Sinking Spring




The St. John's Episcopal
Church will have Holy
Eucharist services at 9:45
a.m. on Sunday, June 17, at
9:45 a.m. with the Rev.
Stephen Davenport as vicar of
the church.
Acolytes will be Samar
Mahfoud, Tim Burchfield, and
George 'Moore. Bill Kyle will
be lay reader.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today. furiushed to the
Ledger & Times by First of Mich
igan.
Corp . of M ur ra) are as follows
Industruil Average 1 56
Air Products 30% .'a
American Motors era "1
Aahland Oil 41'v -%
American Telephone sr. -L.
Bonanza 3,sB 34vA .
Chrysler /I unc
Ford Motor • 43% -Is
GAP' . ' II,. -,4
General Care ' , 7% law
General Dynamic+ 31h unc
General Mderl 60,, +"a






Qin Aar NIA . . 6404 + t•
tITIPEn. 12 -%
Texaco, ,   26% kh
Wal-Mart Norm&
Weridys 17hBIShA
Dr. Paul Blankenship To Serve
Pastor, South Pleasant Grove
Bishop Earl G. Hunt, Jr.,
bishop of the Nashville Area,
has announced that the Rev.
Dr. Paul F. Blankenship will




Dr. Blankenship has been
serving as Professor of
Dr. Blankenship
Religion at lambuth College
in Jackson. Tenn., where he
has served for 18 years. Prior
to his teaching at Lambuth, he
served churches in Benton and
Haywood counties in Ten-
nessee and in Chicago, Ill.




A local automobile dealer.
Toyota of Lexington Inc., ha,
agreed in Fayette Circuit
Court to refund $3,674 7
alleged overcharges to
customers.
Under an agreed order
signed by Judge L.T. Grant,
the company will place the
money in an escrow-account to
be distributed to customers
who allegedly were over-
charged.
The order, signed Wed-
nesday, stated Toyota of
Lexington did not admit any
violation of the law. .
The action stemmed from a
suit filed Tuesday by state
Attorney General Robert
Stephens, which accused the
company of charging mr,re
than the legal amount
required to register and
transfer an automobile.' .
-----
Nancy Stewart of Ripley,
Tenn. They have two children,
Kathryn, who will be a senior
at Lambuth College, and Lisa,
who will be a sophomore at
Murray High School. Dr.
Blankenship is the son of the
Rev. R. F. Blankenship and
the late Eva Montgomery
Blankenship of Lexington,
Tenn. Rev. R. F. Blankenship
served Martin's Chapel and
Kirksey Methodist Churches
in the Murray area.
Dr. Blankenship is a
graduate of Murray High
School, received a B.A. degree
from Larnbuth College in 1955,
a B.D. degree from Vanderbilt
University in 1958, and a Ph.
D. degree in Religion from
Noithiv'esterili University in
1965. He has published articles
and 'book reviews .in the
Christian Advocate, {lurch
History, and Methodist
History and was a contributor
to the Encyclopedia of World
Methodism. He is a member of
various professional societies
including the American
Academy of- Religion and the
American Society of Church
History.
Dr. Blankenship follows the
Rev. Di. William P. Mullins,
Jr who has been appointed to
the First United Methodist
Church of Dresden, Tenn. Dr.
Mullins has served at South
Pleasant Grove for three and
a half years and has served as







arrested by the Calloway
__Cnunty Sheriff's Department
and the Murray Police
:Department from the June 12
break-in at Chaparel Motors,
Route 6, Murray, amording•to
a sheriff's office spokesman.
Anthony Collie, 19; Mike
Parrish, 18; and a juvenile
each were charged with third
degree burglary, theft by
unlawful taking over $100, and
first degree criminal
mischief, the spokesman said.
He ,added that some items
from Chaparel Motors were
recovered.
Corrections & Amplifications 1
The name of Lori Steele who was named to the six weeks
and semester honor roll at Southwest Calloway
Elementary School wa, listed as Lori Steely, as copy
submitted by the sch, in the honor rolls published on
Wednesday.
The Murray ledger & Times Ines to correct promptly any errors in
fact or clarify any misleading ,nforrnation appearing in news a
rticles.
cuTharifict isatt,oh e pun 
please
esecataill n. To report an error 
or need for
mem' ms:E2. ape.. Nam mlbm
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL
1977 Oldsmobile Supreme Brougham, 4 door
Sedan, beige with beige vinyl roof, power
steering, power brakes, air conditioner, power
windows, power door locks, cruise control, AM-






So 12tk, St urray, Ky., 75.3-
mi7
imam
Summit • • (Continued From Page One
away to the Soviet Embassy.
The traditional 21-gun salute was
scheduled as Carter's big jet landed
Thursday night but no guns sounded.
Austrian officials had no explanation
but suggested the absence of a salute
was appropriate for an arms control
summit.
The American and Soviet leaders
won't begin their talks until Saturday.
But they were to make a joint courtesy
call on Austrian President Rudolf
Kirchschlaeger this evening before
Carter, his wife Rosalynn and their
daughter Amy attend a performance of
Mozart's opera -The Abduction from
the Seraglio" at Vienna's world-
repowned opera house. _
American 'officials said Carter
planned to meet daring the day with
Secretary of State Cyrus Vance,
Defense Secretary Harold Brown and
other advisers.
Vance was expected to meet
privately with Soviet Foreign Minister
Andrei Gromyko.
SALT II, the second Soviet-American
treaty to curb the superpowers' nuclear
arms race, limits the two nations to
2,400 long-range missiles and bombers
that can deliver-nuclear warheads. The
agreement has been under negotiation
for nearly seven years and if confirmed
by the U4 Senate will run through
1985.
But U.S. officials are hopeful that the
first Soviet-American summit in 41,2
years will produce more than the
signing of the 80-page treaty that was
put in final form Thursday night by
American and Soviet negotiators in
Geneva.
U.S. sources who asked not to be
named held out the possibility that the
two presidents might agree on a long-
delayed ban ,on underground nuclear
tests.
They also spoke of possible cultural
agreements, including easier visa
procedures for American reporters
visiting the Soviet Union and Soviet
journalists visiting the United States.
Brezhnev and Carter are expected to
discuss a wide range of other issues,
including the removal of congressional
restrictions on Soviet-American trade if
the recent increase in Jewish
emigration from the Soviet Union
continues, Soviet policy toward
dissidents, the Middle East in the wake
of the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty,
the situation in southern Africa and
relations with China.
Students.• •
(Continued From Page One)
and Gary Martin as a bus driver.
In other action at the board meeting:
- Upon the counsel of Overbey who
said the board had no authority to grant
exclusive rights for coverage of athletic
events, the board declined to sign a.
contract sent them by Glenn Wilcox of
radio stations WNBS-WAAW setting
forth this stipulation. The board did,
however, approve coverage of the home
high school football games by the
stations. Because of the limited space
In the pressbox, only two represen-
tatitl, of the stations will be granted
admittance.
- Boakkpiembers accepted Taylor
Publishing Cb.,*.s bid of $7,200 for the
publication of the-,,1980 yearbook.
- The board approved the bonding of
Sheila Shaw as treasurer,
- Board members eriended the
present policy for the issuance of
checks.
State Building Code OK'd
FRANKFORT - The
Kentucky Board of Housing,
Buildings and Construction
today unanimously adopted a
uniform' statewide building
code.
Today's decision ends a
year-long quest by the board
to formulate what formally
will be known as the Kentucky
Building Code.
"It is a code that we all can
be proud of," said Carl
Smoak, board chairman and
acting. commissioner of the
, Kentucky Department of
Housing, Buildings and
Construction.
"It is the culmination of
many long hours of tedious
study and work by the board
members and our department
staff with the ultimate goal of
pruyiding a baffling code
aimed at life safety," Smoak
said.
The foundation of the code is
the basic code of the Building
Officials and Code
Administrators Tfiternational
Inc. of Homewood, nj., more
commonly known as the
BOCA code.
James Smith, general
counsel for the department,
said the Kentucky Building
Code includes the BOCA basic
building code with
modifications added by the
board to meet the specific
needs of Kentucky.
It also includes the BOCA
basic energy_ conservation
code, the • BOCA basic
mechanical code, the' Ken-
tucky Plumbing Code, boiler
rules and regulations and the
National Electrical Code
Smith explained.
Implementation of the cod'
is expected to begin in the fal
and should be completely
enforced throughout the stab
within three years.
Mason County Choir To
Be In Vienna In August
The Mason County High
School Concert Choir will
represent Kentucky in Vienna
this summer, at ceremonies
handing over the Danube
Centre, a multi-million-dollar
complex, to the United
Nations. The
ticipate in a
tinents and was chosen among
other groups from the United
States to make a television
documentary to be shown in
parts of Europe, in connection
with the United Nations
ceremonies on August 23.
The 'Kentucky legislature
designated the choir mem-
bers, their conductor, Coralie
J. Runyon,' and their ac-
companist, Priscilla E.
Browning, along with ac-
companying chaperons, as
goodwill ambassadors for
Kentucky in their ap-
pearances and travels in
Europe.
In addition to concerts in
Vienna and Innsbruck, in
vitations were arranged by
the Kentucky Office of
Tourism in Brussels for the
choir to sing in Monte Carlo,
and in Brussels for the 1,000th
anniversary celebration l of
choir will par- -that city's founding.
Parade of Con- In 1969 the choir presented
14 concerts in England par-
ticipating in‘lhe Festival of
Britain. In 1974 the choir took
part in an international youth
music festival in Vienna. It
received a rating of Superior
in St. Louis at the Six Flags
Competition in 1976.
Choir conductor Coralie J.
Runyon is director of choral
activities and instructor_ Ift•
strings for. the Mason County
schools. She is founder and
conductor of the Limestone
Youth Orchestra. In 1971 she
was named Outstanding






(It'll keep you comin' back!)
ALL YOU CAN EAT •
Choose your breakfast favorites
from our buffet And c mon
back until you ve eaten all
you want and bure ready
to have a goo6 day'
°ALL THE COFFEE
YOU WANT
Your Breakfast Buffet includes
all the great coffee you want.
too We want you to c mon in
start the day off right, and
c mon back often to say
Good Morning'
ALL FOR JUST
$199BREAKFAST BUFFE T • DiPEN tO 
A
Chtliplicti UNDER 12— 9430
SIRLOIN STOCK
Quality that keeps you comb,' baCk.
DAILY
APA
>'.
141
Bel-Air Center
